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Best of times,
worst of times,

for the ski industry

by Lori Knowles

Working on tips from the almighty
internet and a pal who liked to snow-
board, within hours she’d pumped
hundreds of thousands of George
Washingtons into three… three!…
new condos. One for her, she said,
and two for the rest of her family.

It’s the kind of big American
spending Vail and Aspen… even
Whistler and Blackcomb… have
always been privy to, but it’s rela-
tively new for up-and-comers like
Big White and it’s catching on
faster than fire in a stack of hay on
a hot Texas day. “Out here,” says
Michael J. Ballingal, VP of Big
White, “real estate is booming.”

WESTERN CANADA 
“IN THE MONEY”

Indeed, real estate, lift ticket sales and
skier visits have been on a steady
upsurge in the Canadian west –
the Canadian Ski Council reports a
20.7 per cent increase in skier/rider
visits in B.C. and 22.8 per cent in
Alberta in the last five ski seasons.
Blankets of snow and a new-found
cool factor have encouraged Eastern
Canadians, Americans, British,
Australians and Germans to come
a-knocking and go a-skiing. It’s a
phenomenon that’s spurred Big White
and its Okanagan buddies – along
with Fernie, Kimberley, Mt. Washington,
Sunshine and Lake Louise – to add

lifts, expand terrain, and build out
accommodation. And while ski area
numbers in the rest of Canada have
been flat or even in decline, Western
Canada’s success has kept the overall
numbers stable. Says Jimmie Spencer,
President and CEO of Canada West
Ski Areas’ Association (CWSAA):
“We’ve shown a steady increase
over the last 10 years.”

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA

Thanks to little Texan ladies with lots
of money, Big White, B.C. is one of
the most optimistic. This giant of a
mountain has come a long way from
its bankruptcy days in the 1980s.
Last spring, the Kelowna area
announced it would pump $35 million
into a mega-expansion called Happy
Valley, a new village cut into the
mountain below Big White’s exist-
ing development. 

continued on page 3 ☛

by Stephen Pearce
Destination marketing is inherently
about building relationships on a
number of levels. Stakeholders com-
bine resources to identify prospects,

and collaborate to communicate,
attract and host visitors. There is
implicit recognition that tourism is
about experiences, and that regions,
provinces and even countries have

a vested interest in supporting mar-
keting efforts that will yield results
to all participants. 

Explicitly defined partnerships
are becoming an increasingly
important means of levering scarce
resources within an environment
that is becoming increasingly com-
petitive and a marketplace that is
becoming increasingly fragmented. 

continued on page 9 ☛

Last month a rich little lady from Texas with a 
short skirt and plenty of J.R. Ewing moxie blew into

Kelowna on a Texan tailwind, caught a cab to 
Big White and instantly commanded the attention of

the B.C. ski area’s sales department. 

Partnerships – new relationships
for changing times
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Looking for the best of both worlds?

Go for it

www.travelmanitoba.com
1 800 665-0400 ext CJ9

It’s easy to find in Manitoba. From urban adventures,

to undeniable natural beauty, we’ve got everything

your clients are looking for.



Canadian Tourism Commission 
Vice President for Marketing Roger
Wheelock has been focusing the
CTC’s thinking on the use of internet
technology for marketing. He and
his colleagues have recognised that
the CTC needs a thoughtful and
well-planned strategy for the use
of technology in the same way that
strategies are developed for the other
traditional advertising and promo-
tional media.

It is generally recognised in the
industry that the business commu-
nity is well ahead of government on
adoption of technology and that
the CTC needs to learn from their
experience.

ROSENBERG TO HEAD
NEW COMMITTEE

Marc Rosenberg, VP Sales and
Product Distribution for Air Canada
and current Chair of the Europe
Marketing Committee, has agreed
to bring his broad experience with

the development and use of internet
technology in the travel industry to
bear on this new initiative as Chair
of a committee of up to ten mem-
bers of the industry with technology
and tourism expertise. This group
will represent a mix of large and
small enterprises and government
organisations.

The committee’s mandate will
be to define a vision and role for
CTC in technology development for
the industry, and develop a 3-year
technology plan for the CTC.
Wheelock notes that the CTC needs
to set a clear direction for its use of
technology in the next six months
or it may fall too far behind com-
petitors like the U.K. and Australia,
leaving technology companies to
assume what should be the CTC’s
role as the Canadian travel portal. 

Blair Stevens
1 613 954-3882

stevens.blair@ic.gc.ca
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Canada and snow:
it’s what we do!

Canadians have a well-earned, and world-wide, reputation for finding
innovative and exciting ways to slide, slither, and schuss on that wonderful
white stuff of winter: snow. We come by this reputation honestly: our
products are second to none. We come by the opportunity honestly, too:
we have, nationwide, lots and lots of snow!

Indeed, it has been said that some parts of Canada have nine months of
winter and three months of poor skiing. (Or, as some wag put it, tourism industry
organizations have three months of summer and nine months of meetings!)

The ski and snowboard industry continues to develop apace in this
winter country of ours. Developers continually eye new locations for hills
and facilities, and the advent of the snowboard has broadened the appeal
of this ultimate mountain sport. And the more slow-paced, but equally
challenging and satisfying, cross-country ski experience is growing in pop-
ularity as part of a trend towards fitness and relaxation.

As with all tourism products, customers seek good value for their money,
and their expectations are getting higher. Well groomed trails and slopes
(or pristine mountain powder) are as important as ever, but high-end
accommodation, food, and service are increasing in importance. Canada
cannot rest on its laurels as a ski-destination, despite our well-earned rep-
utation; we must ensure that one of our “icon” products – winter – is
delivered in a manner that caters to the new tourists’ expectations.

Because snow sports are “a natural” for Canada, it follows that every
time we share our slopes, trails, and glaciers with a visitor, we have a won-
derful opportunity to share our culture as well. Winter is one of the things
that makes us Canadian, that shapes our identity, and offers us the chance
to build a “point of difference” from our competitors in Europe, the U.S.,
and elsewhere. This is “value-added” at its best: building our competitive
edge in the marketplace while reaping new dollars from enhanced product.

Next month we will look at non-ski, winter products. They will range
from Northern Lights to dog-sledding, snowmobiling, and winter carni-
vals. Our researchers tell us that many of our long-haul ski clients want
more than just skiing... let’s make sure we find a zillion ways to give them
what they want.

PGK
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COMMUNIQUÉ 2000 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE 

MONTH SPOTLIGHT EDITORIAL DUE
Nov. Winter non-ski – Spas and Xmas Packages

Dec. Heritage, Aboriginal (heritage, historical sites and experiences)

The aforementioned product groupings are not meant to be exhaustive lists, but serve to offer some examples. 
Follow Communiqué for more details in coming months.

Wed. Oct. 4

Wed. Nov. 1
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Communiqué est disponible en français.

An affordable way to 
present your market-ready

product to over 60,000
travel influencers.
Tell them about your product 
with an ad in Communiqué!

Communiqué is read by the travel trade all over the world,
and they’re looking for top-grade product... the kind we have

been featuring in Communiqué this year.
For only $500 for an eighth of a page, you can put 
your product right in front of people whose whole 

purpose in life is to bring you business! 

Tina Cancilla
T : 416-760-9575  F : 416-760-7274

tgreen@yesic.com
CANADA’S TOURISM MONTHLY

www.canadatourism.com

– ERRATTA –
In the last issue of Communiqué we wrote in error that John Williams, formerly V-P
for CP’s Princess Resorts in Arizona and Mexico, had been appointed V-P of Fairmont
Hotels in British Columbia. Mr. Williams has, in fact, been appointed Vice President of
Fairmont Hotels world-wide. We extend our apologies.

Also, MC&IT Committee member Dave Gazley was identified as the Director of
Marketing at the Sutton Place. This was his former position; currently he is Director of
Sales & Market Development, Meetings & Events, Tourism Vancouver.

New committee to drive
CTC internet technology

development
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BEST OF TIMES, WORST OF TIMES...

continued from page 1

The aggressive plan – the largest in
Big White history – includes an eight-
passenger gondola, a 24,000-square-
foot daylodge, accommodation, an
adventure park and a trendy new
golf academy. This fall the resort’s
partners added another $10 million
to the budget for Trapper’s Crossing,
42 townhomes in the heart of the
old village. And in upcoming years,
Ballingal says new six-person, high-
speed lifts, more terrain and even
more accommodation are in the
offing.

All this is made possible, Ballingal
says, thanks to steady growth in
skier and snowboarder numbers. 
In 1995/96 Big White entertained
435,000 skier/rider visits. In 1999/00
they’d increased that to 572,000
visits. And by the finish of the
2000/01 season the resort expects
to top 600,000 – not bad for a ski
hill operating in the red in the 1980s.
Plus, says Ballingal, “we think we’re
just at the tip of the iceberg.” By
relying on word-of-mouth, smart
marketing overseas and the building
of strong customer loyalty, Ballingal
predicts growth for Big White for a
long time to come.

Down the road, Silver Star is
mounting a major campaign to catch
up – a $150-million development
budget that includes new on-hill
condominiums for this year, several
high-end subdivisions, a youth hos-
tel, and a new Summit restaurant
and bar, plus much, much more for
upcoming seasons. Silver Star VP and
General Manager Guy Paulsen pre-

dicts that by 2001 a new high speed
lift will be strung up somewhere on
this challenging mountain, and new
terrain may be cut. As he says, Silver
Star “needs to stay ahead of capacity
problems.” 

NEW FLIGHTS WILL HELP
This Okanagan resort’s big plans come
in the midst of news Air Canada has
added weekly direct flights from
Toronto to Kelowna. Nearby areas
are banking on an influx of skiers
from Eastern Canada, the U.S. and
overseas – skiers who have been
there and done that at big areas like
Banff and Whistler/Blackcomb and
are looking for more of what Paulsen
calls “boutique” skiing . Indeed,
Silver Star’s skier/rider visit numbers
have already been encouraging, 
rising from 192,000 in 1997/98 to
292,000 in 2000. If all goes well,
Paulsen predicts 325,000 by the end
of next season. “The expansion plans
have been on Silver Star’s books for
sometime,” says Paulsen. “Now that
we’ve seen growth, we’ve decided
to blow the dust off them.”

KICKING HORSE 
ON TRACK

Leaving others behind in the dust,
however, may be Kicking Horse

Mountain Resort, the
province’s much anticipat-
ed, brand-spanking-new
ski area near Golden, B.C.
that will rival
Whistler/Blackcomb in
sheer magnitude and verti-
cal. Kicking Horse owners
kicked off last spring with
announcements they’re
reconstructing the former
area of Whitetooth into a
world-class mountain
experience: 4,133 feet
(1,260 metres) of vertical,
the highest in the Rockies
and second only to
Whistler/ Blackcomb.
Kicking Horse is
developing terrain
reknowned for years as
primo heli-skiing territory.
Opening officially
December 8 will be the
$25-million Phase 1: an
eight-person gondola, a
chairlift, a timber and
stone mountaintop
restaurant and an 8,600-
square-foot daylodge.

Watch for Phase 2 through 2001 and
2002 to include more terrain, more
lifts and some on-mountain accom-
modation.

Ski times in B.C. are good, says
Kicking Horse General Manager
Johan Brandenburg, and that’s a
major reason investors pressed ahead
with their aggressive development.
But Brandenburg believes it would

be naïve to place all bets on a sin-
gle race horse, no matter how well
it’s bred. “It would be difficult for a
ski area to make it alone,” he says.
“That’s why we’re creating a four
season resort. We’re located near the
Trans Canada Highway, and we have
high expectations for summer
tourism.”

High expectations also abound
in the rest of B.C. and in the Rockies
of Alberta. Grouse Mountain in
Vancouver is installing a new high-
speed quad. Vancouver Island’s Mt.
Washington added a lift recently,
improved its access road and increased
its accommodation. The Resorts of
the Canadian Rockies (RCR) is riding
high with its developments at Fernie
– new lifts and new base develop-
ments have shot this funky snow
haven to the top the skier/rider charts
and yearly visits have doubled to
305,000 in 2000 from 150,000 in
the mid-1990s. And despite a dip
in visitations at nearby Kimberley,
RCR’s western region Director of
Marketing Scott Lazenby claims it’s
full speed ahead with more skier-
friendly base village development.

ALBERTA
As for RCR’s efforts in Alberta,
Lazenby reports business was down
slightly in 2000 at the company’s
flagship Lake Louise. Still, the Lake’s
$4-million plans for a new high-speed
quad, super pipe and extensive
snowmaking upgrades should be in
shape by opening day this November.
Growth in the number of new
Canadian skiers “has been flat for
15 years,” says Lazenby, “but growth
in the snowboard market has been
high and we’ve had gains from other
(Canadian and foreign) markets.” 

And there’s the rub. Both
Lazenby and Big White’s Michael J.
Ballingal remind us that increases in
skier visits in B.C. and Alberta have
not been thanks to new interest in
skiing by the Canadian public. In fact,
the Print Measurement Bureau’s 2000
report lists a 4 per cent decline in
the number of Canadian skiers over
its 1999 report. Both Ballingal and
Lazenby claim instead it’s a reflection
of the Canadian industry learning to
boost its appeal in foreign markets,
including the US, the U.K., Australia

and Europe. By beefing up their
areas and their marketing campaigns,
they’ve managed to steal skiers from
the rich resorts and give to the poor.

NEW DEVELOPMENT
VIEWED AS CRITICAL

Meanwhile, back at Alberta’s
Sunshine Village, $5-million infusion
this season into two new lifts will
ease commuter traffic between old
and new sections of the mountain.
With a surge in overall visits from
530,000 in 1998/99 to 590,000 in
1999/00, John Ross, Director of
Marketing, says Sunshine is also hop-
ing for Federal Government approval
of a new access lift to ease the load
on Sunshine’s gondola. “As it is,”
says Ross, “if that gondola goes down
we’re pooched.” Still, the Alberta
resort is predicting nothing but
good times in its immediate future
due to its proximity to Calgary and
the phenomenal growth of the city. 

Overall, skier and rider visits in
the entire province of Alberta have
risen a whopping 22.8 per cent in
the past five years.

ONTARIO AND QUÉBEC
Fast forward to Québec and Ontario,
where the stats aren’t quite as encour-
aging. Skier/rider visits in Ontario
sank 3 per cent in 2000 from the
previous season, and were down 
2 per cent in Québec – drops that
were in response to warm temper-
atures and poor snow conditions.
Still, the shakers in the business
refuse to be dismayed. “We were
only down 3 per cent,” says Ontario
Snow Resorts Association Executive
Director Margot Minardi. “That’s
not bad considering the season we
had last year.” 

Minardi reports a record seven
new lifts will be installed at Ontario
ski areas by the start of this sea-
son, and it’s still all systems go for
Intrawest’s multi-expansion of
Ontario’s Blue Mountain. And despite
Mother Nature’s penchant for ultra-
warm spells and melting snow in
Ontario, Rich says Blue Mountain
will neutralize further decline in
business by creating a resort that’s
not just based on skiing. 

continued on page 5 ☛
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Helicopter and Snowcat Skiing
evolved in the 1960’s as an exten-
sion of alpine ski-touring, using a
helicopter or snowcat instead of
climbing skins and muscle power as
the mode of uphill transportation.
Since its inception, both helicopter
and snowcat skiing have gained
world-wide acceptance, and
Canadian operations are viewed as
offering the most exciting and chal-
lenging form of recreational skiing.

A helicopter or snowcat skiing
territory covers a large area. In B.C.,
as the various operators started
their businesses, a natural partition-
ing of the mountain areas occurred,
was dictated by geographical and
logistical considerations and an
informal “gentleman’s agreement”.

ASSOCIATION FORMED
IN 1978

In 1978 the British Columbia
Helicopter and Snowcat Ski Operators
Association (BCHSSOA) was formed
to define standards and operating
guidelines. The BCHSSOA mandate
is to: 
– Set standards for safety, client

care, environmental stewardship,
and operating methods for the
industry;

– Act as a collective voice for 
backcountry ski operators in co-
operation with the B.C. Ministry

of Environment, Lands and Parks,
and to ensure that the members
govern themselves in a responsi-
ble manner in all aspects of
conducting business;

– Strengthen co-operation and pro-
mote cordial relations between its
members;

– Promote high mountain skiing by
helicopter or snowcat as a viable
eco-tourism industry within the
Provinces of British Columbia,

Alberta and the Yukon
Territory.

PROFESSIONAL
GUIDES

Members of the
Association hire certified
guides who are dedi-
cated professionals. The
process of becoming a
fully certified Mountain
Guide or Ski Guide is
arduous and a minimum
of assistant winter
guide status is required
by the Association.
Guides must have
received certification
from the Association of
Canadian Mountain
Guides (ACMG), or its
European equivalent
(UIAGM), or Canadian
Ski Guide Association
(CSGA) or equivalent
training recognized by
the BCHSSOA member-
ship. Over and above
this certification each
operation has extensive

ongoing in-house training. The
BCHSSOA employs independent
examiners to inspect and evaluate
each member in an on-going
process to ensure the Association’s
minimum operation standards are
maintained.

AVALANCHE SECURITY
The BCHSSOA members also work
closely with the Canadian Avalanche
Association and together have devel-
oped a daily information exchange
program. This program, known as
InfoEx, involves 60 companies across
B.C. who submit daily observations
concerning snow and stability con-
ditions. The CAA consolidates this
information and sends a summary
to all participants. This daily report
has become an important tool for
the member’s guides in their daily
forecasting.

At present there are 26 indepen-

dent operating members in western
Canada representing 32 separate
areas of operation. Collectively, the
industry accounts for nearly 90,000
to 100,000 skier days with gross
revenues exceeding $80-100 million
annually. Approximately 1500-2000
people are employed directly by
members of the Association. Western
Canada is known worldwide for
having the best possible conditions
and terrain for wilderness ski adven-
tures and the industry is recognized
for the protection of the environment
in which they operate.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
SKI ADVENTURE

The Canadian mechanized back-
country ski industry is very well
organized, and the standards of safety
and client care amongst members
of the BCHSSOA are considered
exemplary by the worldwide heli
and snowcat industry. Considering
the diversity of terrain, the quality
and quantity of snow, the years of
guiding and safety experience, the
Canadian government’s commitment
to avalanche research and safety
and the host operation’s exuberance
for the wilderness mountain experi-
ence, it comes as no surprise the
vast majority of helicopter and
snowcat skiing clients from around
the globe choose Canada as their
destination.

Not all snowcat and helicopter
skiing operations are the same.
Each location has a variety of dif-
ferences, and the more effort made
into planning the correct place for
a winter holiday will result in a
much happier guest, with more
repeat clients and more referrals.
The following is a list of questions
that when asked of potential clients
and/or of potential service providers
will result in a much happier mar-
riage of the two:
– What level of ability are you/do

you serve?
– How much backcountry experience

do you have/do you require?
– How many days are you looking

for/do you have available?
– What type of terrain are you

looking for/do you offer? Some
offer big open areas, others gladed
or treed areas, others a mix of
both. The terrain also relates to
the ability of the guest.

– Level of Safety: What are the
guiding standards? Client to Guide
ratio? How many years of opera-
tion? How many serious injuries/
deaths?

– Is it important to have an isolated
mountain lodge/is this offered?
Many operations offer accommo-
dation that is dorm style, others
motel, and even others private
room, lodge style. Some guests
appreciate a more rustic atmos-
phere while others find food and
accommodation to be as important
as the outdoor portion of their

adventure. Find out how impor-
tant hot tubs, private bathrooms,
gourmet food and so on are to the
potential clients before identifying
potential service providers.

Availability is a big issue. Only a few
operations accept single day book-
ings. Many are 3-day minimum,
some offer only week long packages.
How long would the client like to
experience? It is recommended to
book in the spring for the following
year, but some operations will be
able to fit guests into the schedule
during the summer or early fall.

Brad Karafil
snowcats@direct.ca
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Canada on top 
for helicopter and

snowcat skiing

SNOWCAT SKIING 
IN THE KOOTENAYS
Using tracked “Snowcats” to bring
clients to the summits of the Selkirk
Mountains in British Columbia’s
famous Kootenay Valley, where the
average annual snowfall in the moun-
tains ranges from 10 to 14 metres
(394 – 551 inches), a variety of new
and established operations provide a
deep powder experience for snowcat
skiing and snowboarding enthusiasts.

This region has long been pop-
ular to backcountry enthusiasts, but
the recent boom of the Snowcat Skiing
Industry in the area sparks reminders
of the Silver Rush days of the late
1800’s. The two oldest operations
(Selkirk Wilderness Skiing and Great
Northern Snow Cat Skiing) have each
been around for over 20 years, joined
in the past decade by White Grizzly
Adventures and Retallack Alpine
Adventures. Two new areas are sched-
uled to open in the near future, and
some of the operations are expanding
capacity as the demand from powder
hungry guests increases. This means
six operations on a North – South axis
within 150 kilometres of each other.

SNOWCATS 
LESS WEATHER SENSITIVE

As an attractive alternative to heli-
copter skiing and ski resorts, powder
cat skiing and snowboarding is fast
becoming the premier method to visit
powder fields and steep treed terrain.
While slower and arguably less “sexy”
than travel by helicopter, a snowcat
is not restricted by weather so guests
are not confined to the lodge.

Temperatures in the Kootenay
Valley are relatively moderate, rarely
dropping below -15o C (5o F) in the
alpine, and you can expect an average
daily high of -5o C (22o F) during most
of the winter months. Of course, you
can count on a lot of snow; the
summits already had a thin dusting
of white August 19th… let it snow!

Kootenay Snowcat Websites
www.selkirkwilderness.com

www.greatnorthernsnowcat.com
www.retallack.com

www.whitegrizzly.com
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Newfoundland may not be the des-
tination the average skier thinks of
when planning a winter vacation, but
it very possibly should be. With over
1600 feet vertical lift and 16 feet of
snow per winter, Marble Mountain
near Cornerbrook is right in there
when it comes to competitive des-
tinations.

Marble boasts the only detach-
able quad lift in Atlantic Canada, and
over 150 acres of ski-able terrain.
Back in the early 1990s, the provin-
cial government invested heavily into
developing what had for 30-some
years been a local (Newfoundland)
treasure, largely developed and oper-
ated by volunteers and clubs. Now,

new lifts, modern grooming equip-
ment, and a 54,000 square-foot lodge
with a 1000-seat capacity entertain-
ment area have brought the mountain
services into the same league as
many of the giants in Canada.

Marc Sexton, Manager of
Marblewood Village Resort near the
base of the mountain, told Communiqué
that “there are almost 1200 pillows”
(over 500 rooms) within four miles of
the ski hill. The City of Cornerbrook,
the adjacent major community, has
at least a dozen accommodation
facilities including brand hotels like
Holiday Inn and Best Western. The
Marblewood Village Resort itself has
56 beds, housed in deluxe suites.

Air travel access is through the
Deer Lake airport, served by sched-
uled service from Halifax (the main
gateway). However, Canada 3000
and Royal have been putting large-
aircraft charter services into Deer
Lake as well, with direct flights out
of Toronto costing as little as $400.

Sexton, and other accommoda-
tion and tourism service providers in
the area, have been concentrating
scant marketing dollars within the
Atlantic Canada region. While there
was a major marketing push into
developing markets (Boston, Toronto)
back in the mid-nineties, a couple
of bad seasons caused a re-thinking
of priorities “for the moment”.

The area markets itself as
Newfoundland’s best kept secret; it
could well be that it is one of Canada’s!

www.marblemountain.com

Jasper National Park is Canada’s
largest Rocky Mountain National Park
and one of North America’s largest
natural areas and wildlife sanctuaries
spanning over 10,000 square kilo-
metres. Designated a World Heritage
Site in 1984 by UNESCO, Jasper offers
four season fun in a pristine Rocky
Mountain environment. Shimmering
glaciers, abundant wildlife, crystal
clear lakes, thundering waterfalls,
deep limestone canyons and evergreen
forests surrounded by towering peaks
are all a part of the Jasper experience.

Nestled in the midst of Jasper
National Park’s vast unspoiled grandeur
lies the picturesque town of Jasper
where many first-class facilities await
the visitor. One unique aspect of Jasper
National Park is its only ski area, Ski
Marmot Basin. Just 20 minutes from
the town of Jasper, Marmot Basin is
home to some of the best skiing
and snowboarding in Canada. With
almost 1500 acres of terrain, 3000
vertical feet, wide open runs, world-
class facilities and on-mountain ser-
vices; Marmot Basin attracts skiers
from Canada and around the world.

NEVER FAR REMOVED
FROM NATURE

Marmot Basin’s unique terrain pro-
vides skiers and snowboarders with
the opportunity to experience many
of the ecosystems found throughout
the park. From the high alpine bowls
and chutes, skiers and snowboarders
pass through trees and sub-alpine
terrain all within the ski area’s lease-
hold. Visitors truly have an opportunity
to experience several aspects of the
national park, even without leaving
the ski area. Visits to Marmot Basin
from the US, Europe and Australia
are growing annually and many are
third and fourth time visitors.

Marmot Basin has been steadily
improving its facilities over the past
few years. One aspect of the business
that is currently being improved is its
commitment to customer service.
The ski area has committed to improve
its customer service further this
season by implementing Alberta’s
Service Best hospitality program, in

which all staff will be put through
the training course in an effort to
educate each individual on how to
exceed customer expectations.

TRAINING OF STAFF 
KEY TO SUCCESS

President and CEO Dave Gibson says,
“Customer service has always been
a top priority at Marmot Basin. We’ve
always boasted about the friendliness
of our staff, and we plan to prove
to our guests that service at our ski
area will not only improve, but we
hope to set service standards within
the ski and snowboard industry.” In
its commitment towards the high-
est level of customer service, focus
will also be placed on pre-season

hiring, training all supervisors and
managers, and implementing cus-
tomer service standards into all job
descriptions around the resort.

THE NATIONAL PARK 
EXPERIENCE

Marmot Basin is also focusing on heri-
tage tourism in an effort to provide
visitors with a complete ‘national park’
experience. Marmot Basin provides
information on the Park’s heritage to
its entire staff, and encourages all its
employees to share their knowledge

with guests to the area. Many visitors
to the park wish to learn all they can
about the destination to which they
travel, and Marmot Basin recognizes
the importance of educating all visitors
on the special and unique aspects
of Jasper National Park.

Jasper and Marmot Basin have
managed to balance an unspoiled
and natural ‘national park’ experience
with a world-class ski and snowboard
experience for its visitors. By growing
in small steps, the ski area hopes to
continue to offer its guests the best
skiing and snowboarding experience
of their lives, while still remaining a
protected winter paradise. 

Rob Ellen
sales@skimarmot.com

BEST OF TIMES, WORST OF TIMES...

continued from page 3

The key, reiterates the President of
the Canadian Ski Council, Colin
Chedore, is for “resorts to offer vis-
itors other amenities.”

QUÉBEC 
FACES SKIER 

DECLINE

Perhaps hardest hit in participation
has been Québec, the province
that’s suffered a 9 per cent decrease
in skier/rider visits over the past five
years. “There was a decline from
1990 to 1997 because of demo-
graphics,” says Claude Péloquin,
head of the Québec Ski Areas’
Association. “We have the same
number of skiers but they’re skiing
less during the season.”

It’s a stat that’s encouraged RCR,
owners of Mont-Sainte-Anne and
Stoneham, to exploit outside markets
for new visitors. “The U.S. market,”
says Guy Desrosiers, head of RCR’s
eastern development, “has big
potential.” What’s more, Desrosiers
says RCR is confident its proposed
new villages for Sainte-Anne and
Stoneham will attract new business.
Plus, he says, recent information on
Canadian demographics points to a
rise in the number of teens taking to
the slopes – an increase Desrosiers
expects will be as big as the Baby
Boomer phenomenon of the last
generation. Supporting that is PMB
2000 reports of a 21 per cent
increase in snowboarders over 1999.

And while Claude Péloquin
says there’s not much new planned
for other Québec resorts this sea-
son, he reminds us Intrawest
continues to infuse cash into
Tremblant, and Charlevoix’s Le
Massif has massive plans to qualify
as a ski race training centre with a
new lift, new terrain and a new
daylodge.

CANADA 
CAN NOW 
COMPETE 

IN ANY MARKET

Indeed, it is the best of times and
the worst of times for Canadian
skiing. There’s much ballyhoo in
B.C., a lot going on in Alberta. And
despite roller coaster ups and
downs, Ontario and Québec are
pushing ahead. Says Jimmie
Spencer, head of the CWSAA and
Chair of the Canadian Ski Council:
“Canada is able to compete now
with anyone, and we’re very opti-
mistic about the future.”

Lori Knowles 
is a freelance writer 
specializing in skiing 
and the ski industry

Newfoundland? Skiing? 
But of course!

The classic national park
ski experience



When Joe Ryan hiked to the top of
Tremblant sixty years ago, he was
overwhelmed with the view and
knew he had to find a way to share
it. Within a year, a ski lift was built
and the beginning of a vision for a
new Tremblant began.

The resort quickly earned the
title of “the” place to ski. Today, Ski
Magazine’s readers rate Tremblant
as the #1 resort in Eastern North
America. Within 10 years of Intrawest
purchasing Tremblant, more than
CDN$800 million has been invested
to create this four-season, interna-
tional resort that now boasts 93 trails,
an extensive snowmaking system that
creates a five-month ski season, one
of the oldest ski schools in Canada,
and two championship golf courses.
Guests also have the choice of hiking,
biking, rock climbing, snowshoeing,
ice skating, dog sledding or even
spending a day at the Scandinavian
spa or the La Source waterpark.

While the soul of Tremblant will
always be the mountain, the heart
of the resort is now the village. It
encompasses 80 shops and restau-
rants, a cinema, indoor/outdoor
swimming, health club complex, a
Kidz Club and a handful of high
quality hotels including a Marriott,
Fairmont and a Westin.

THE VISION IN ACTION
The village’s architecture is particu-
larly eye-catching. Colourful roofs,
cobblestone streets, with an eye on
Québec’s cultural heritage makes
Tremblant feel like Europe in North
America. A year-around schedule
of events and festivals means that
everybody visiting Tremblant needs
to be prepared to have a good time.

The village theme is charming
visitors from around the world. The
blend of modern accommodations

and retail spaces in the heart of the
pedestrian village has become an icon
in defining an Intrawest-signature
village. The creative restoration and
renovation of Tremblant’s heritage
cottages and other buildings in the
“Vieux” Tremblant has defined what

a resort’s entertainment and nightlife
district should feel like. In short,

Tremblant is in full blossom and
reaching the status of a mature four-
season resort of international caliber.

PANORAMA 
A FOUR-SEASON VILLAGE

ATMOSPHERE
With over 4,000 feet of vertical,
2,000 acres of alpine skiing including
the view of 1,000 Peaks area and
over 700 square miles of heli-skiing
right from the village, Panorama is
coming of age. Located near Banff,
Panorama has a unique intimate
village atmosphere with the sophis-
tication of an Intrawest resort. Four
distinct neighborhoods linked by
pedestrian pathways and a village
gondola, a 6,000-square foot heated
slopeside waterpark called Panorama
Springs and Greywolf, Panorama’s
18-hole championship golf course
that was awarded “Best New Golf
Resort in Canada,” all add up to a
great lineup of fun, on and off the
slopes, summer and winter.

Framed by the Canadian Rockies
and Ancient Purcells, Panorama is
the best kept secret among North
America’s mountain resorts. It is a
rustic mountain village, a “boutique”
resort differentiated by limited devel-
opment under a comprehensive plan. 

BLUE MOUNTAIN
BUILDS FROM FAMILY

VISION
The time has finally arrived for Blue
Mountain – billed as Ontario’s

largest mountain resort – to begin
its long awaited transformation from
a local resort into a world-class des-
tination. This winter represents the
2nd year Blue Mountain has been
aligned with Intrawest, following
59 years of operation by the family
of its visionary – Jozo Weider. The
Blue Mountain/Intrawest partnership
represents a shared reputation for
service and quality while Intrawest’s
proven village development expertise
has made the vision for the Village
at Blue Mountain a reality. 

Located two hours north of
Toronto, Blue Mountain borders the
southern shores of Georgian Bay.
Originally conceived as a winter
playground featuring the province’s
highest vertical across 235 acres of
skiable terrain, the resort has devel-
oped into a four-season destination.
This reputation is the result of ‘green
season’ additions highlighted by the
nationally ranked Monterra Golf
course, mountain biking and hiking
trails, water park slide rides, as well
as a seven-acre private beach on
Georgian Bay. These attractions are

complemented by 60,000+ square
feet of conference facilities along
with accommodation consisting of
the 97-room Blue Mountain Inn and
four condominium developments.

When the village is complete in
the summer of 2008, Blue
Mountain will have 1,482 units of
accommodation making the resort
a true destination. Blue Mountain
currently employs 220 year-round,
880 winter seasonal and 170 sum-
mer seasonal employees.

The village master plan calls
for the development of 1,275
condo-hotel units and 100,000
square feet of commercial space.
Another 207 townhomes are
planned for development around
the perimeter of the village core.
Intrawest is also a joint venture
partner in the current development
of 624 single-family and town-
home units being built around the
Canadian Top-10 Monterra Golf
course.

Kristin Dattani
kdattani@intrawest.com

What could be more Canadian than
winter, and we do it so well! One of
our growing product lines is cross-

country skiing on the thousands of
kilometers of beautiful natural trails
we offer in this country. As an exam-
ple of how well Canada delivers this
product, of the many Cross-Country
Ski events throughout the world
there is only one that has never
been cancelled for lack of snow or
poor conditions and that event is
here in Canada: the world-class,
world renowned Keskinada Loppet. 

Cross country skiing began in
Canada in Québec, and now it has
taken off right across the country.
The new Cross Country Ski Product
Club is out to showcase cross-country

skiing as a viable Tourism Product. 
The primary goal of this product

club is to assist people in the industry,
through training
seminars, to
become “Market-
Ready” with
image, products
and services
that tourists are
looking for and
will want to
purchase. Club
members will
benefit from a
fully personal-
ized web page
easily reached

by people from around the world
through a Cross Country Ski
Tourism “portal” at minimum cost. 

The product club is in the
process of producing a winter
tourism travel planning guide for
travel organizers and tour opera-
tors in Canada and abroad, as well
as a quarterly newsletter.

Enrico Valente, General Manager
Canadian Cross-Country Ski Product

Club, P.O.Box 79067
Hull (Québec) J8Y 6V2

enrico_valente.facilitas@sympatico.ca
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Cross country 
ski product club 

off to a good start 

A consistent vision
creates the finest 

ski resorts
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The Canadian Tourism Commission,
Canada’s West Ski Consortium and
the local travel industry have been
busy promoting the 2000/2001
Canadian ski season to Australian
consumers with the recent ski expos
and the launch of the Ski ‘n Board
brochure.

Some of the best ski resorts in
Canada came down under for a series
of ski and snowboard expos held in
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane.
Visiting resorts from Canada included:
Whistler/Blackcomb, Sun Peaks, Silver
Star, Big White, Fernie, Kimberley,
Panorama, Banff Mount Norquay,
Sunshine Village, Lake Louise and
Marmot Basin/Jasper.

AUSTRALIAN TOUR
OPERATORS KEEN

The expos were also supported by
Australia’s leading ski and snow-
board tour operators to provide
visitors with the latest deals, discounts
and holiday packages to ski in Canada.
Tour operator participants included
Alpine World, Mogul Ski World, Ski
A Rama, Ski Max, Snowave Travel,
Travelplan and Value Tours.

Participation numbers at each
show were excellent with 1300
people attending the Sydney expo,
480 attending the Melbourne expo
and 250 attending the Brisbane
expo. “More Australians than ever
are travelling to Canada to ski. In
the peak months of January and
February 2000, a total of 20,841
Australians travelled to Canada, a
15.07 per cent increase over the
same period the year before,” said
Donna Brinkhaus, Managing Director,
Asia Pacific for the Canadian
Tourism Commission.

“With the level of interest shown
by consumers at each expo we should
see another increase in Australian
visitation to the ski resorts of Canada
this season,” said Ms Brinkhaus.

BROCHURE DETAILS 
SKI OPERATIONS

The Canadian Tourism Commission
in Australia and New Zealand have
released this year’s Ski ‘n Board
Canada – a 28 page colour brochure
describing in detail the resorts of
British Columbia, Alberta and Québec.

Ski n’ Board features the top
16 ski resorts in Canada including
Whistler/Blackcomb, Big White,
Sun Peaks, Grouse Mountain, Silver
Star, Red Mountain, Panorama, Fernie,
Kimberley, Lake Louise, Banff Mount
Norquay, Sunshine Village, Nakiska
and Fortress, Marmot Basin, Mont
Tremblant and Mont-Sainte-Anne.

Each resort in Ski n’ Board has
information on accommodation, the
vertical rise of the mountain, ski-able

terrain, number of lifts, number of
trails and average snowfall. The guide
is designed for skiers of all levels,
from people who have never skied
before to the most advanced skier
who is looking for a new challenge.

Ski ‘n Board also features
information on the many winter
activities available for families and
the adventurers when not on the
slopes. Dog sledding, snowmobiling
and sleigh rides are just a few of
the activities offered in addition to
superb skiing. 

DISCOVER CANADA
WINTER EDITION

In addition to Ski ‘n Board, the CTC
in Australia has also published the
winter edition of Discover Canada, a
12 page free colour newspaper fea-
turing new product information, latest
deals and packages and editorial.

The CTC, Canada’s West Ski
Resorts and local industry have also

invested additional funding to facil-
itate awareness of Canada as a
viable destination for Australian
skiers. This will constitute a global
awareness campaign as well as indi-
vidual wholesaler/resort promotions.

Donna Brinkhaus
dbrinkhaus@ctc-australia.com

150,000 
long-haul

German skiers
Germany has almost 6 million active
skiers, of whom 37 per cent travel
seven times a year, 38 per cent once
and 25 per cent not frequently.
150,000 of them have the potential
to travel-long-haul. Currently, about
15,000 Germans spend their ski
vacation in Canada.

German skiers mostly travel to
European resorts which can be
reached by car, in particular in Austria,
Switzerland, Italy and France. However,
over the past ten years skiing trips to
North America have become quite
trendy. It’s a skiers dream to once
experience the champagne powder
snow in the Rockies. U.S. ski resorts
such as Vale and Aspen are very well
known in Germany, but also Canadian
destinations such as Banff/Lake Louise
and Whistler have been gaining ground
over the past years. The World Cup
downhill events have also helped
to build a brand for these resorts.

Germans appreciate good value
for money, uncrowded slopes, excel-
lent snow conditions and good access
from their hotels (in comparison to
European resorts). More lately, tour
operators have been successfully
selling rather new and yet less known
destinations such as Big White, Sun
Peaks and Silver Star. For a successful
marketing, it is crucial to have good
air access and an excellent infrastruc-
ture including accommodation, ski
lifts, transfer services as well as shop-
ping and après-ski facilities. German
travellers also like to explore non-ski

activities such as dogsledding and
snowshoeing during their ski vacation.

MARKETING 
INITIATIVES

As in the past, the CTC has produced
a winter insert covering various prod-
ucts and destinations. This insert has
a total distribution of over a million
and will be placed in targeted mag-
azines and newspapers beginning
at the end of September. A wide
array of partners could be recruited
for this initiative – provinces, terri-
tories, resorts, hotels, German tour
operators and Air Canada. Each
participating region is represented by
selected tour operator packages. The
total partner contribution amounts
to $364,000. Based on past years’
experience, the CTC Germany expects
a response from more than 10,000
consumers.

Also, a cooperative agreement
was signed with Marlboro Reisen,
one of Germany’s leading tour oper-
ators for ski packages. Marlboro
Reisen will run an extensive adver-
tising campaign throughout Germany
and introduce new and already
existing products. Tourism BC, Travel
Alberta and Tourism Whistler are
partners for this initiative which will
also begin by the end of September.
CTC investment is $35,000 with
$65,000 coming from partners.

“SKI-PASS” 
DIRECT MAIL 
CAMPAIGN

Last but not least, the German CTC
office is currently producing an
attractive direct mail piece (in form
of a ski pass) which contains infor-
mation on Banff/Lake Louise and
Whistler. Canadian partners are
contributing $11,500. The “pass”
will be mailed to selected consumer
addresses all over Germany and also
provide information on attractive
travel packages.

Karl-Heinz Limberg
Tel: 49 211 172-17-20

kh.limberg@ctc-germany.de

S K I

Australians
gear up for the
Canadian ski

season

The current U.S. Leisure Ski Program (2000/2001) consists of a high
impact 11-page presence in Ski Magazine, October issue and Skiing
Magazine, September issue, including CTC and partner pages. Added
value includes full-page and 1/3-page ads listing all partner telephone
numbers in subsequent issues of each publication. 
A ski section on the CTC consumer site includes links to partner sites.

Opportunities for the ski industry also exist within the Cities &
Resorts Getaways program currently and in the 2001/2002 program year.
Ski opportunities for 2001/2002 will be developed based on an evalua-
tion of the existing program in consultation with the Ski/Winter
Sub-Committee and the Ski Industry. 

U.S. Visitors to Canada in the winter season last year (98/99), made
480,800 ski trips and generated revenue of $348M. The current U.S.
Leisure ski program is valued at $700K and a wide range of partners
are involved including resort properties, airline suppliers and DMOs. 

U.S. LEISURE 
SKI PROGRAM



It is estimated that the total number
of skiers and snowboarders in Japan
is 12 million, with the potential for long-
haul skiers to be between 300,000
and 400,000. Long-haul skiers are
based both on those who travel
overseas, and those who travel to
Hokkaido (Japan) as this regional ski
resort requires an airplane trip and
overnight stay of two or more nights.

The actual number of skiers who
travel long-haul is believed to be
between 60,000 and 75,000, and
the current number of skiers coming
to Canada is between 15,000 and
20,000 annually. Canada’s market
share had been relatively consistent
when compared with the decline of
the overall long-haul ski market.

However, Canada lost its share of the
overseas ski market from 75 per cent
to 69 per cent in 1999-2000. The
decline of ski market can be attributed
to two factors; an aging Japanese
population and economic recession
in that country.

PROMOTION 
OBJECTIVES AND TOOLS
The CTC objective is to promote
both the Canada brand and the
individual Canadian ski resorts to
the target Japanese ski and snow-
board market and build greater
awareness and increased package
sales. Promotion tools include:
– Train jack and station posters in

Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya.

– Advertorial (ski articles on Whistler
and Banff in a leading Japanese
consumer travel magazine).

– Internet advertising.
– Direct mail.
– AC/CP and CTC joint newspaper

advertising.
– Ski campaign page on CTC

Japan website.
– CTC distributes a special supple-

ment “Big Ski Canada 2001”
(36 pages), which includes both
destination guide and tactical

information in combination with
package tours ads by travel
agencies. This supplement fulfils
all the inquiries and the direct
mailing list.

– Partners include airlines, travel
agencies, provinces and DMOs,
and ski magazines.

Masayo Hando
mhando@ctc-jpn.org
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CTC’s 
tourism ski

team in place
Three staff members of the
Canadian Tourism Commission have
been assembled as a team to work
with Canada’s ski industry. Caroline
Boivin will work with marketing
issues, Oliver Martin on research
and planning, and Frank
Verschuren will be involved in ski
product development. The three will
undertake these roles in addition to
their regular duties.

Roger Wheelock, CTC’s Vice
President for Marketing, told
Communiqué: “This team has been
assembled to assist the leadership
of Canada’s ski industry to develop
and implement the industry’s own,
comprehensive, ski strategy.” It is
felt that this integrated approach
will enable the industry and its
partners to maximize the return on
investment in development and
marketing activities. 

Ladd Snowsell of Ski Banff/Lake
Louise is keen about the potential for
this CTC team approach to reach
into and across the ski sector’s geo-
graphic markets. “The ski and snow-
board product in Canada is very
strong, very competitive,” said
Snowsell from his office. “We have
no problem bringing back repeat
clients; our task at hand is to effec-
tively reach into the international
marketplace to get new clients to
make their first visit to our ski desti-
nations. This direction (of the CTC)
is very meaningful for us.”

Caroline Boivin
613 952-9849

boivin.caroline@ic.gc.ca

CTC continues to
work Japan ski market

A snowboarder looks at 
professionalism, pay, and profit

There’s a very simple factor that
unites everyone in the snow sports
industry, from instructors to resort
owners, and from sales staff to
groomers. It’s fun. Let’s not under-
estimate the fun factor. If clients don’t
have fun, resorts don’t have clients,
and nobody works. When clients
don’t enjoy their experience, they
don’t come back, and you can only
sustain an industry for so long like
that before you run out of clients. 

So everyone who works at a
resort is charged with maintaining
the fun factor in some way. Whether
it’s ensuring the food is of good
quality and value, or that the trails
are in good condition, each job has
an impact on the client’s experience.
Some jobs are a little more complex
than others, and involve varying
degrees of personal responsibility,
but – as in the corporate world –
they’re rewarded (salaried) accord-
ingly. Or are they?

DOING WHAT 
YOU LOVE, FOR HIRE, 

IS – WORK
Consider the Pro (Ski or Snowboard
Instructors). The stereotype of a fun-
loving carefree hell-raiser is misplaced;
the Pro is responsible to more than
one master, for more than one task,
and some of these are heavy
responsibilities. For example:
– Responsibilities to clients. Of course,

a lesson has to be fun for every
client – no mean feat when you’re

teaching groups of varying sizes,
varying abilities and varying per-
sonalities. That’s why training has

to be stringent and most of all,
safe. Responsibility for the safety
of each individual is one of the
biggest responsibilities of all. 

– Responsibilities to management. Let’s
face it, the experience a Pro gives to
clients during a lesson makes one

VITAL difference for owners: it deter-
mines whether the client becomes
a repeat customer, or is lost forever.
A good, motivated Pro becomes an
effective salesman for the resort.

– Responsibility to the industry. The
Pro’s effectiveness at creating long-
time skiers or snowboarders will
impact on manufacturers’ abilities
to sell product, and upon all seg-
ments of the tourism service
industry involved in bringing clients
to the door (hill). 

Obviously the Pro is vital to the industry
as a marketer, an educator, an enter-
tainer and a guardian. Start-up and
maintenance costs for the average
Pro are unquestionably high, and so,
with high levels of responsibility and
high costs, it stands to reason that our
pros should be remunerated accordingly.
But here is where it breaks down:
they are not... far from it, in fact. 

Despite the responsibility and the
cost, Pros are paid between $7 and
$15 an hour, depending on their
region and their qualifications. Most
are only paid when they actually teach;
in fact, some are penalized when
they add value to a customer’s lesson
and teach an additional 15 or 20
minutes on their own time.

Furthermore, resorts are known to
cram 20 and more clients to a lesson
(with no reward to the instructor) to
maximize their profit margin, but
surely the gain is short-term. The
result of such policies is to increase
stress on the instructor, limit his or
her ability to give an effective lesson,
and ultimately leave clients dissatis-
fied with the product. In the long-
term, the instructors lose, the resorts
lose and the industry loses.

Dan Genge
519 624-6593

casi@attcanada.ca

Another side of
training and tourism



PARTNERSHIPS, NEW RELATIONSHIPS...

continued from page 1

They are a means of diversifying risk
and sharing the benefits of mutual
investment. They build ownership for
shared goals and often are the cat-
alyst for innovative initiatives that
were not originally contemplated.

NEED FLEXIBILITY,
PATIENCE

Partnerships are also hard work.
Setting objectives is a consensual
process that requires flexibility and
patience. Financial risk may be diluted
through a partnership but sharing
control may also impose new risks
in terms of image, reputation and
quality control. Resolution requires
clear communication, specific goals
and mutual respect.

Partnerships have been a fact of
life at Tourism Saskatchewan since
its inception. Originally conceived as
an industry/government partnership,
the organization has instilled this
philosophy through all facets of its
operation. Paid membership is approx-
imately 1,900. As of August 2000,
no less than twelve separately incor-
porated businesses were strategic
partners of Tourism Saskatchewan.
Relationships are negotiated on a
multi-year basis and benefits – both
cash and in-kind – are accrued to
the organization and to the industry
members. Examples of partnered
initiatives run the gamut from new
marketing campaigns, to published
calendars, telephone calling cards,
insurance discounts, educational
training programs, on-line fulfill-
ment publications and on and on.

BOTTOM LINE RESULTS
ESSENTIAL 

However, the ultimate measure of
the effectiveness of any destination
marketing organization is its account-
ability to its industry partners – the
businesses who comprise the expe-
riences that attract and encourage
visitors to come and spend money in
our country. Macro-based statistics
and corporate partners are nice, but
if an operator doesn’t see a relation-
ship between an investment in
Tourism Saskatchewan and an
improvement to his/her bottom-line
then there is little basis for longevity.

Marketing investments by
Tourism Saskatchewan are planned
in concert with industry participation
and monitored closely in terms of
return on investment. Whether using
traditional media or the Internet,
every attempt is made to marry oppor-
tunities in the marketplace with
industry operators who can book
business. Ongoing communication
and feedback with industry partners
allows marketing efforts to become
increasingly refined and, consequently,

increasingly relevant to the industry
Tourism Saskatchewan is intended
to serve.

REDEFINING 
PARTNERSHIPS 

The recent meeting of the Small
and Medium Enterprise Committee
(SME) in Saskatchewan (full story
on page 16) was an opportunity to
underscore the symbiotic relationship
between Tourism Saskatchewan and
its industry partners. Together, they
are having an impact in markets that
are relevant to their constituency. 

Are there implications for the
Canadian Tourism Commission in
support of regional marketing ini-
tiatives with SMEs? Absolutely, but
it may require a redefinition of the
boundaries of what defines a part-
nership. The CTC offers a cadre of
opportunities in a variety of mar-
kets but unfortunately the cost is
often prohibitive for SMEs. Choice
of media or markets may also pre-
sent barriers to participation by
smaller operators. 

What might be contemplated
instead is investment by the CTC in
a regionally driven marketing pro-
gram that represents a priority
investment by a nucleus of industry
operators. Benefits would include
strong industry participation, highly
levered investment and quantifiable
results. Equally important, it may well
open avenues for new opportunities
that further broadens the relation-
ship with CTC. 

SMEs NEED TO BE 
TRUE PARTNERS

If success is measured only in absolute
terms (i.e. number of visitors, inquiries,
etc.) then regionally-led initiatives,
or campaigns that are sensitive to
the needs of SMEs at all, may be
problematic. However, if an objective
of the CTC is to effectively engage
SMEs as true partners within Canada’s
evolving tourism industry – then
regionally inspired partnerships
may be the route to consider. And
cumulatively, the impact could be
tremendous.

Stephen Pearce 
Vice President, Marketing and

Acting CEO, Tourism Saskatchewan
1 306 787-9575

Tourism businesses, and sectoral,
regional, and destination marketing
organizations across Canada have
been vocal about the need for flex-
ibility in the Canadian Tourism
Commission’s marketing programs.
All partners recognize the value of
placing Canadian product and des-
tinations squarely in front of
potential customers.

Two important programs in key
markets have been developed with
the express purpose of engaging
tourism businesses and regions in
marketing programs: the Domestic
Regional Tourism Marketing Initiatives
Program and the U.S. Leisure Industry
Proposal Program.

U.S. LEISURE
The Industry Proposal program was
introduced by the U.S. Leisure
Executive Committee this past year
as a means for industry to come to
the CTC with proposals for innova-
tive projects outside the established
U.S. marketing program. The pro-
gram is based on guidelines
developed and approved by the
Executive Committee and on annu-
al reviews and availability of funds.
Proposals must fit within the over-
all strategy of targetting customer
segments, aimed at target markets,
and position Canada and its prod-
uct as unique. The program must
be incremental, extending product
lines, reaching new markets, or
possibly addressing seasonality. 
It could be a pilot project that, if
successful, could in the future be 

integrated into the Core Program.
The launch announced in the

September issue of Canada
Communiqué is a second wave of
this program. It is your opportunity
to submit proposals for programs
for the 2001/2002 program year.
Deadline for submissions is
November 15, 2000. Please refer to
the Guidelines as outlined in the
September issue. 

For information
Joanne Racicot
613 954-3870

racicot.joanne@ic.gc.ca

DOMESTIC 
REGIONAL PROGRAM

The Regional Program seeks to devel-
op jointly-funded initiatives that
promote inter-provincial travel during
non-peak periods. It is aimed at
“enticing more Canadians to vacation
in their on country rather than seek
similar experiences in the U.S.”

The overall objective, of course,
is to create incremental domestic
travel within Canada. One-time
promotions will be considered, but
preference in this program will be
given to proposals that demonstrate
a longer-term committment. The
program is complementary to the
CTC’s main domestic program, but
it is not intended to replace provin-
cial or territorial programming.

Details on the next round of the
Domestic Regional Program will be

announced in the December issue of
Communiqué
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On September 1, 2000, Nandemo Japan launched a Japanese web directory of 
the Niagara Region. To date, 11 Hotels, Inns, and B&Bs in Niagara Falls and Niagara-
on-the-Lake have registered with the web directory, which can be found at
www.niagara-nippon.com. Properties wishing to register can do so in English,
although people will need a Japanese-configured computer to view this site properly.

Up until now, there has been little Japanese information regarding the Niagara
region even though Japanese are the largest non-English speaking group to visit the
Niagara area each year and spend approximately $5000 per person while visiting
Canada.

The Canadian Tourism Report (1999) stated that only 6 per cent of Japanese
tourists consider themselves “very fluent” in reading and writing English and iden-
tified “access to Japanese information about Canada” as a marketing weakness.

Dennis Tesolat 
905 371-9519

tesolat@nandemo-japan.com

JAPANESE LANGUAGE WEBSITE
LAUNCHED FOR NIAGARA

I N D U S T R Y  D E V E L O P M E N T Flexibility 
in programs
important to

industry partners

Stephen Pearce 



Overnight arrivals to Western
Canada from Japan have fallen by
more than 5 per cent during the
first half of 2000, compared with
the same period last year. While
arrivals to Central Canada have
remained almost unchanged, the
decline in Japanese visitors to
Alberta and B.C. has created a 3.3
per cent overall national decline in
arrivals from that market.

Derek Hood is the Canadian
Tourism Commission’s Managing
Director for Japan. He explains that
while Canada rates high as a desti-
nation in the Japanese market, and
while the level of client satisfaction
is also high, there are two factors
that are limiting growth in the mar-
ket: domestic air travel connections
beyond the gateways, and price.

CANADA EXPENSIVE
Canadian vacation packages are more
expensive than most other competi-

tors (as much as CDN$500 more for
a Western Canada package com-
pared with Western U.S.). Despite our
country’s desirability as a destination,
when that amount is compounded
with higher domestic airline transfer
costs, it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult for Japanese travel agents to
justify the extra effort needed to sell
Canadian product.

Furthermore, Japanese travel
agents are having trouble making
those necessary interline transfers
beyond the gateways into Canada,
especially for the group travel market.
“Travel agents tell me they have little
problem finding domestic air travel
capacity for, say, families or individ-
uals,” says Hood, “but it is getting
very difficult to find space for larger
groups.” Priority for interlining space
has changed because of the Air
Canada/Canadian Airlines merger:
carriers in Air Canada’s Star Alliance
now receive a higher priority and

better pricing than non-Star Alliance
members. (Canadian Airlines had their
own interlining agreement with
Japanese Airlines (J.A.L.) before the
merger, and that agreement has been
terminated in favour of Star Alliance.)

J.A.L. HURT BY CANADA’S
AIRLINE RESTRUCTURING
Japanese Airlines handles almost
25 per cent of Japanese visitors to
Canada; and Air Canada/Canadian
Airlines handles about 30 per cent.
45 per cent arrive in Canada via U.S.
gateways and carriers. Based on
1999 numbers, about 50 per cent of
the total Japan market is potentially
impacted by the issue of availability
of connector flights within Canada.

J.A.L. has traditionally carried
many of the large group tours into
Canada. There is some sign that
changing demographics are having
their effect on the products being
sought. The 45+ age group has been
tending towards F.I.T. travel, or
“skeleton” F.I.T., and that is the grow-
ing age group in the Japan market.

CANADA “ON NOTICE”
The Japan Travel Bureau has, in effect,
put Canada “on notice”. They have
inserted a prompt on their in-house
computer system warning their sales

agents that if they try to book a pack-
age or tour to Canada they will likely
be unable to obtain domestic air
space. Further, the JTB has stopped
encouraging their agent to book
customers to Canada.

On the other hand, Kintetsu
International, another major travel
agency in the Japan market, reports
that package tours are selling reason-
ably well, although organized tour
sales are very poor due to the inability
to block domestic space for groups.

LOST OPPORTUNITY
Derek Hood worries that the com-
bination of higher price and bad
interior connections will result in a
lost opportunity for Canada as Japan
begins to rebound from its economic
woes, which have had a negative
impact on tourism to Canada in the
last part of the nineties. He muses:
“In a normal world, competition and
normal market adjustments quickly
come into play to answer to demand;
under the present circumstances,
where one carrier controls 80 per cent
of Canada’s domestic airline traffic,
I am less than confident that we will
see this response anytime soon.”

Derek Hood
dhood@ctc-jpn.org
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Airline realignment may
pose barrier to growth

for Japan market

I N D U S T R Y  D E V E L O P M E N T

T H Ef a c e O F  

F R E E D O M

Contact your travel agent or 
VIA Rail Canada at 
1-888-VIA-RAIL (1-888-842-7245)  

TTY 1-800-268-9503 (hearing impaired)

www.viarail.ca

TM Trademark owned and used by VIA Rail Canada Inc.

Spend your 
travel time 
the way 
you want
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by Ian Stalker

Those who prefer boards won’t be
bored in Banff.

The national park is synonymous
with downhill skiing to many, thanks
to opportunities for schussers to hit
the slopes at Lake Louise, Sunshine
Village and Banff Mount Norquay.
Those famed ski hills continue to
welcome downhill skiing enthusiasts,
but Banff is also putting out the
welcome mat for the growing number
of people who enjoy snowboarding
and those who strap on cross-country
skis, reports Melody Kultgen of the
Banff-Lake Louise Tourism Bureau,
who says that all three ski hills wel-
come snowboarders who can use
the same lifts and terrain alpine
skiers do, and the hills have added
the “half pipes” that are very much
part of the snowboarding scene.

As well, snowboards can be rented
in the townsite of Banff, which

Kultgen says isn’t surprising. “Snow-
boarding has become pretty popular,”
she says, adding she’s met Europeans
who’ve opted to snowboard in Banff.

Particularly adventurous snow-
boarders might head for slopes found
on the countless number of undevel-
oped mountains in Banff. However,
because of safety concerns, that isn’t
recommended unless people have
backcountry experience, emergency
beacons and a partner. Skilled snow-
boarders might also decide to enter
competitions staged at the ski hills.

CROSS-COUNTRY
OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND
Kultgen says cross-country skiers will
be in their element in Banff National
Park, which truly becomes a winter
wonderland after fall ends. “It’s defi-
nitely a combination of outstanding
scenery and excellent champagne
powder,” she says of the park’s

appeal to the skinny-skis crowd.
“Groomed trails are found in some
parts of the park, but many cross-
country skiers prefer “to head off
the beaten track, doing their own
thing,” Kultgen reports.

Those eager for a true back-
country experience will find 6,641
square kilometres awaiting them in
Banff, which borders Jasper, Yoho and
Kootenay National Parks. The four
parks have collectively been declared
a United Nations World Heritage Site.

An information centre in the town-
site can give cross-country skiers the
lowdown on skiing opportunities.

Lake Louise always earns acco-
lades from cross-country skiers as its
high altitude means it has a good
snow base in winter. Kultgen says
cross-country skiers eager to be
surrounded by the Great Outdoors
at night while in Banff National Park
can stay in a lodge found outside the
townsite. Shadow Lake is compara-
tively new and its cabins are found
between Lake Louise and the town-
site of Banff. Other choices are the
historic Lake Louise-area lodge of
Skoki, and rustic Sundance, near the
townsite. Cross-country skiing equip-
ment can be rented in the townsite.

CANMORE’S OLYMPIC
NORDIC CENTRE 

Kultgen also notes that the Canmore
Nordic Centre – found just outside
Banff National Park and used for
competitions during the 1988 Winter
Olympics – can be used as a cross-
country venue during the day and is
lit for night skiing once winter sets in.

Meanwhile, Kultgen points out
that Banff offers a host of other winter
activities, including dog-sledding.

Ian Stalker is a writer for the 
Canadian Travel Press and a

Communiqué contributor
istalker@baxter.net
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Snowboarders 
welcomed at Banff

1-800-228-5050
or visit us at www.choicehotels.com

Something For Everyone, Practically Everywhere.

7 ways to really click with your clients
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The Association of Canadian Travel
Agents (ACTA) has been busy over
the past year on a number of fronts.
The hundreds of agents that came
out to the nationwide ACTA Open
Forums on “The Future of Travel
Agencies in Canada” were excited
and motivated by their association’s
activities at the national level.

Ninety-nine percent of attendees
felt the forums met or exceeded
their expectations and 94 per cent
responded that the Open Forums
were educational and informative.
Randy Williams, President and CEO
of ACTA, led the sessions designed
to update and communicate with the
retail travel sector. A mix of presen-
tations and open discussions kept all
delegates engaged for more than
three hours.

CONCERNS OVER 
BILL C-26

One of the issues discussed was Bill
C-26 on airline restructuring which
became law on July 5, 2000. ACTA
has been advocating the following
five concerns related to this Bill for
the past nine months: 
• The right to negotiate fair minimum

compensation for the work travel

agents do on behalf of the airlines.
• Changing the CRS regulations to

ensure information pertaining to
volumes purchased by travel
agencies for all airlines is not
accessible to competing airlines
as it places travel agencies at a
disadvantage when negotiating
compensation.

• Introducing a service fee box on
tickets for the optional use of
travel agents.

• Introducing a number of laws pre-
venting anti-competitive behaviour
such as predatory pricing and
incentives based on market share.

• Fostering a competitive airline
industry in Canada.

ACTA has successfully advocated for
the first three points. It will continue
advocating to the Transport Department
the need for a service fee box on
tickets as well as for a competitive
airline industry in Canada which will
offer consumers a number of options
in each market.

A precedent-setting legislation,
and the envy of national travel agency
associations worldwide, Bill C-26
continues to be the priority for ACTA
and the industry. ACTA has estab-
lished an Airline Negotiation Team

representative of the entire industry
that will begin negotiations with
Air Canada this fall on behalf of the
travel agency community. The law
provides for the right to negotiate
for domestic compensation with any
air carrier having more than 60 per
cent market dominance. Strategies
for these negotiations have been
discussed with travel agency owners
and managers since March 2000.
ACTA has met with Debra Ward, the
Independent Observer on Airline
Restructuring to discuss ACTA’s
approach and her submission to
Parliament in January which will
detail the effectiveness of Bill C-26.
A process for arbitration or conflict
resolution will be sought in this
report if negotiations fail over the
next six months.

CONSUMER 
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
ACTA will be launching its first ever
Consumer Awareness Campaign in
September to support ACTA travel
agency businesses during this time
of changing buying patterns and new
service fees. The advertising campaign
is valued at approximately $450,000
and will be in Canadian national

and local newspapers as well as on
national television. The campaign
will promote the message “Without
a travel agent, you’re on your own”
and will be strengthened by a number
of supplier partners supporting the
message to consumers.

NATIONAL ADVOCACY
BASED ON INDUSTRY

INPUT
ACTA sent out a survey to all travel
agencies to prioritize sixteen issues
ACTA identified as pressing for the
industry. This survey was discussed
in detail at the Open Forums and
participants provided invaluable input.
This feedback will not only assist
ACTA on focusing on the most criti-
cal concerns of members, but will
also allow ACTA to effectively and
accurately articulate the views of its
members to key decision-makers in
both the public and private sectors.

In addition, ACTA has released
its Charter of Rights for Air Travellers
which encapsulates what it believes
air travellers should reasonably
expect from airlines. A number of
sources were researched including
consumer groups, national travel
agency associations and Canadian
travel agencies.

jsavard@acta.ca

OPEN FORUMS CONFIRM 
ACTA’S DIRECTION

Two annual mid-winter festivals are
lively proof that Manitobans have
never let a little cold weather get in
the way of a good time.

The Festival du
Voyageur, held in
Winnipeg’s French quarter,
St. Boniface in February,
is western Canada’s
largest winter carnival;
the Trappers’ Festival at
The Pas (also in February)
celebrates the life of the
tough and versatile trap-
per who epitomizes the
hardiness of northerners.

Celebrate the “joie
de vivre” of the French
Canadian fur traders at the Festival
du Voyageur. This unique ten-day
celebration, centred around the fur
trade era is a place of sights, ceremo-
ny and celebration – a reflection of
Canada’s unique French-Canadian
heritage, and a showcase of historic
and cultural treasures. It is informative,
educational and just plain fun. 

One of the Festival’s biggest attrac-
tions, the winter galleries are made up
of more that 80 spectacular snow sculp-
tures and ice carvings created by ama-
teur and professional sculptors from
around the world. The majesty of
Voyageur Park is a winter wonderland

with snow sculptures,
sleigh rides, sled dog rides,
maple taffy on snow and
lively toe-tapping enter-
tainment in large heated
tents. At historic Fort
Gibraltar, craftspeople do
things the old-fashioned
way such as making
horseshoes
over hot coals. 

And if you
like voyageur-
style entertain-
ment, you can

always kick-up your heels
and enjoy a good tune.
With a choice of more than
10 night spots, 250 per-
formers and more than
400 shows, you can choose
from storytelling, sing-
songs, fiddling, dancing,
tunes rooted in Canada’s

folklore, comedy,
Cajun music, pow-
wows and rock and
roll... right into the
wee hours.

The Trappers’
Festival, initiated 
in 1916, is one of
Manitoba’s original festive events,
featuring dog-sled races, Native
handicrafts and food, a fur fashion
parade and the Fur Queen and King
Trapper contests.

Highlight of the five-day event is
the renowned World Championship
Dog Race, a 105 mile (170 km) trek
divided into 35 mile (56 km) laps and
run over a period of three days.

Contestants come from
across North America to
compete for prize money
and trophies.

The King Trapper has
to win out over stiff com-
petition in a series of
events requiring skill and
endurance as recalled by
the early pioneers and
natives of the area. This
includes tree climbing, tree
falling, wood cutting,
bannock baking; tea boil-
ing, muskrat skinning,

canoe packing, flour packing, trap set-
ting, snowshoe racing, moose and
goose calling. The festival also features
a Queen Trapper contest for the ladies
which includes nail driving, tea boiling;
bannock baking, snowshoe racing and
flour packing. The Junior King and
Queen Trapper competitions include
pole cutting, log swing, trap setting,
and snowshoe racing.

Top all of this with professional
entertainment and the Festival du
Voyageur and the Trappers Festival
become a must for any Manitoba
winter visitor. See you there!

For more information on Festivals
and Manitoba visit our web site
www.travelmanitoba.com or call 

toll free: 1-800-665-0040

Canada, eh...
Festivals liven

Manitoba winters
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City & Ski 
combinations offer

unique booking 
opportunities 

in Québec
by Fred White
When we think of reservation oppor-
tunities for skiers and snowboarders,
we often only think of resorts. It is
sometimes forgotten that this highly
active and mobile audience offers
the perfect prospects for combined
city experiences, too. And in this
respect, Québec resorts are unique in
their proximity to major city centres
like Québec City and Montréal

With average snowfalls of up to
22 feet, and state-of-the-art facilities,
the Eastern Townships and the
Laurentians can satisfy the most fas-
tidious winter vacationer. In fact, the
prestigious Snowboard World Cup
takes place at Mont-Sainte-Anne,
Dec.15-17 this year; and that the
World Cup Freestyle Fest will be
staged, Jan 12, at Mont Tremblant in
the Laurentians.

However, it is often forgotten
that Mont-Sainte-Anne and
Stoneham, are so close to Québec
City, one can practically ski to the
cobbled street of this historic provin-
cial capital. The Eastern Townships,
at Sutton, Orford and Owl’s Head;
and Le Massif in the beautiful
Charleviox region, all offer great ski-
ing and touring and many package
opportunities.

What more can be said about
the Laurentians that has not been
said before. Less than two hours from
Montréal, Mont Tremblant, eastern
Canada’s highest skiing peak, Mont
Saint-Sauveur, Mont Blanc, and Mont
Gabriel are part of the highest con-
centration of resorts and night-lit
ski runs in North America. 

In offering the many packages
available, combining ski and snow-
board excitement with city experiences,
it is worth remembering the scores
of special events staged in Québec
City and Montréal each winter. The
Québec Winter Carnival, Jan. 26 to
Feb. 11, is now in its 47th year and
is probably the best known winter
festival in the world. The Montréal
High Lights Festival, Feb. 8 to
March 4, will illuminate the down-
town area in a magical display of
urban “northern lights,” showcas-

ing the city’s performing talents,
culinary arts and special attractions.

Each ski and snowboard area
across Canada has its own person-
ality and appeal, so it is perhaps
wrong to single out just one. But
for the winter vacationer who
wants it all, I find it difficult to top
the ski and city combinations that
are offered in Québec.

For information and reservations
1 877 BONJOUR (266-5687)

www.bonjourquebec.com/winter

Fred White is President of 
Travel Communications Group Inc.,

Toronto, 
and a Communiqué contributor

416 515-2787
landrytcg@aol.com

Musing on the
end of summer

by Bob Mowat

SEVEN WONDERS 
FORGETS CANADA

Alright, this is a call to action. The
Canadian tourism industry needs to
stand up and vote for some of this
country’s wonders otherwise it

appears that the rest of the world,
including our neighbours to the south,
will lay claim to all seven of them.

What, you may well say, is this
guy babbling on about? Well, I’ll tell
you – you knew I would, didn’t you?

Last week, I receive a release from
Radisson Seven Seas Cruises – I’m not
sure why – about how Americans
could vote for the ``New Seven
Wonders of the World.’’

In all, 17 so called wonders were
listed, but not a Canadian site was to
be seen – no Niagara Falls, Magnetic
Hill, Percé Rock, Rocky Mountains,
Head-Smashed-In-Buffalo Jump, etc.,
etc., etc.

I’m concerned because while this
list contains some wonderful wonders
– the Great Wall, Eiffel Tower, Mayan
Pyramid, Easter Island Statues, Taj
Mahal, Statue of Liberty – I’m also
chauvinistic/nationalistic enough to
believe that Canada should be rep-
resented. So here’s the deal:

The voting is based on 480 man-
made world heritage sites designated
by UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre
and I have yet to discover whether an
organization in Canada is involved in
the ``New Seven Wonders’’ project
that could lead the charge to get
this country represented. 

see over ☛

S E L L I N G  C A N A D A

1-877-973-3000 Directours CA3, Leisurelink T38,
Amadeus or Worldspan 
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TOLL-FREE:
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So go to www.new7wonders.com
and vote for a Canadian site. The
criteria is based on the original cri-
teria developed by Philo of
Byzantium in 200 B.C. That criteria
selected landmarks that were ``extra-
ordinary, exceptional and exemplary
of human engineering spirit’’ and
I’m sure that Canada has a few of
those.

Oh, and FYI, Bernard Weber is
the founder and chief executive officer
of the New 7 Wonders Society, so you
may want to have a word with him.
Who knows, this kind of collective,
cooperative effort may just galvanize

the Canadian tourism industry.
Then again, it may not.

LET’S GET ON 
THE SAME PAGE

ACTA Canada and the Canadian
Standard Travel Agency Registry
(CSTAR) need to get on the same
page and real quick.

I’ve said this before and I’ll say
it again. The two organizations have
spent the summer in a bit of a turf
war, battling over who represents
the interests of the Canadian retail
travel agent and how effectively they
do the job. Each association has its

supporters and its detractors and I am
quite happy to see them argue the
pros and cons out and some point in
time, but not at this point in time.

Here’s the problem: On July 5,
Bill C-26 was passed and in that
legislation, travel agents gained the
right to collectively negotiate fair
compensation with this country’s
dominant airline (one controlling
60 per cent of the domestic market)
– aka Air Canada.

Good so far, right? Wrong! If
travel agents want to succeed in their
negotiations with AC, they’re going
to have to speak with one voice and

negotiate with one voice. Both ACTA
and CSTAR agree on this, but where
they appear to be diverging is on
exactly where that voice will be
coming from.

I really don’t think that Air
Canada is going to be too patient
with these kind of antics. In fact, I
wouldn’t be surprised if they told
ACTA and CSTAR to come back when
they spoke as one – not two.
Divide and be conquered.

Bob Mowat is Managing Editor
Canadian Travel Press

and a contributor to Communiqué
bmowat@baxter.net
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ATLANTIC TOURS GRAY LINE – NOVA SCOTIA
Cape Breton Island’s Cabot Trail, Bay of Fundy,

Peggy’s Cove & more. We have 22 years experience
running quality tours. Offering escorted and 

independent packages. Call today for a brochure.
1 800 565-7173

www.atlantictours.com     tours@atlantictours.com

CARDINAL TRAVEL TOURS INC.
Exceptional, fully-escorted tours 

of the Yukon and Alaska, Northwest Territories,
Rockies, West Coast, Maritimes.

Calgary Stampede package.
1 800 661-6161

www.cardinaltraveltours.ab.ca

WEST EDMONTON MALL
The World’s Largest Entertainment & Shopping

Centre over 800 stores and services, 110 restaurants
& eateries, 2 hotels and 7 theme park attractions!

Call today to receive our Destination Planner.
1 800 263-3691

(press 1 and please mention Communiqué)
www.westedmontonmall.com

PACIFIC GOLD TOURS
Vancouver based Pacific Gold Tours offers escorted
scheduled group tours and tailor made customized

group tour itineraries to the Yukon/Alaska,
Northwest Territories, Churchill, Canada’s West and
Atlantic Coasts including the Viking Trail, Eastern

Canada & Maritimes. Since 1977.
1 800 667-8122

HANOVER HOLIDAYS
Millennium Brochure. Your gateway to First Class,
Escorted Motor Coach Holidays in Canada. From the
Rockies to the Maritimes, we have a tour package for
you! Many new programs plus East Coast Carnival
Cruise Packages. Join from anywhere in Canada!

1 800 265-5530
www.hanoverholidays.on.ca

CANADA 3000
Experience Canada from Coast to Coast with

Canada 3000 Holidays. Including low cost airfares,
airport & city hotels and car rentals…all on

Canada’s favourite holiday airline, Canada 3000.
See our ad in the Travel Trade section page 13.

Reservations: 1 877 973-3000  
Directours CA3   Leisurelink T38

KASBA LAKE LODGE
offers fishing and canoeing in Canada’s

Eastern Arctic. We offer direct charter service
from Winnipeg, MB to our private airstrip 

at Kasba Lake.
1 800 663-8641

www.kasba.com
kasba@kasba.com

GOTTA TRAVEL!
Is the most experienced and diverse ski and snow-
board tour operator in Canada. Our staff have a

combined experience of over 50 years!
We offer the lowest prices on ski packages to

many popular resorts.
1 888 436-6666

www.gottatravel.com

C A N A D A B R O C H U R E R A C K
CALL  THE  NUMBERS  BELOW FOR  THESE  “CANADA” PRODUCT  BROCHURES, GU IDES  AND  BOOKS

CHOICE HOTELS CANADA
When your clients are travelling, have them stay
with us in one of our seven distinct hotel brands.

We offer more than 225 locations and 19,000
rooms from coast to coast.

1 800 228-5050
www.choicehotels.com

An affordable way to present your 
travel brochures to over 60,000 

travel influencers.
Tell them about your brochures with an ad in Communiqué!

Communiqué is read by the travel trade all over the world, and they’re looking for top-grade product... 
the kind we have been featuring in Communiqué this year. For only $300, you can put your brochure 

right in front of people whose whole purpose in life is to bring you business! 

Tina Cancilla
T : 416-760-9575  F : 416-760-7274

tgreen@yesic.com
CANADA’S TOURISM 

MONTHLY
www.canadatourism.com



It’s true that providing excellent cus-
tomer service will affect a ski hill
operator’s bottom line. It’s also true
that with the growing popularity of
skiing, customer expectations are
increasing and providing trained staff
is one of the most effective ways that
an operator can deliver on these
expectations. But, good training leads
to more than satisfied customers and
an increased bottom line: properly
trained staff also offer safety on the
ski hill. And safety is a number one
issue for ski hill operators across the
country.

“Training is a high priority. We
deal with a high level of turnover with
front-line staff. In order to bring them
up to speed you have to have an
intensive and standardized training
program,” explains Jim Walters, Risk
Management Chair, Alberta region,
Canada West Ski Areas Association.
The Association, with membership
from ski operations across the west,
aims to establish a level of consis-
tency in skill hill standards and actively
advocates safety. 

The safety issue is three-fold.
First, there is worker safety. This is
paramount because lift machinery
and the ever-changing weather
environment create inherent risks
that staff must be able to address.
“Training is the only way to initiate

new staff to these challenges or to
maintain a high level of awareness
with existing staff,” adds Walters.

CLIENT SAFETY MUST
BE TOP OF MIND

Then there is customer safety and the
guest experience. In order to ensure
that guest expectations are fully met,
safety must always be in the minds
of staff. In the ski business, if a cus-
tomer becomes injured, it may taint
their feeling of the hill, or even the
sport. The relationship with a customer
may even be terminated on the basis
of one negative experience.

Risk management for insurance
purposes is a third concern. With
property loss, such as a broken ski
lift, the down time means lost rev-
enues. Lawsuits resulting from an
injury claim are one of the greatest
fears of a ski hill operator. Staff prop-
erly trained around safety issues can
help a ski operator to avoid these
unnecessary costs.

TRAINING TOOLS
The LiftZone Video and accompanying
Companion Guide produced by the
Canadian Tourism Human Resource
Council is a training tool made for
the Ski Lift Operator. The Canada
West Ski Areas Association uses this
video, according to Jim Walters:

“The video helps to orient staff
who are completely green to the
industry. In half an hour, they can get
a seasonal snapshot. Most of the
hands-on training that occurs on ski
hills is prior to opening, so trainees
don’t get experience of dealing with
public. Ski lifts run great when no
one is on them,” Walters explains.
“The real challenge is gaining an
understanding of how to safely
operate the lifts when the hills are
abounding with skiers. This is where
the LiftZone Video is invaluable.”

The LiftZone Video and Guide
review the safety regulations, policies
and procedures that Lift Operators
are required to know for their job.
The 28-minute Video and Companion
Guide describe the three major risk
factors for lift operation – weather,
machinery and people. 

To order copies of the LiftZone
Video and Companion Guide or the
National Occupational Guidelines for
Ski Areas Resort Operations, contact
the Canadian Tourism Human Resource
Council. They will put you in touch
with the tourism education council
in your province or territory.

The Canadian Tourism Human
Resource Council
Tel: 613 231-6949
Fax: 613 231-6853

cthrc@cthrc.ca

Canada voted
“World’s Best

Country”
Canada was voted "World’s Best
Country" in a recent readers poll
conducted by Condé Nast "Traveller"
magazine in the United Kingdom.
The awards marked the magazines
third anniversary and over 30,000
readers voted in 20 award categories,
ranging from "World’s Best Country"
to "Best Destination Spa".

Countries were judged by
awarding points for the following
criteria: scenery, culture, climate,
environmental friendliness, range
of accommodation, variety of
attractions, safety, value for money,
people and hospitality, food and
restaurants. Canada rose to the top
position, from second place in
1999, with a total score of 97.98,
hardly falling below 90 in any criteria.
At the first awards ceremony in 1998,
Canada was not even featured in
the top ten listing.

Additional tribute came when
the Fairmont "Banff Springs Hotel",
Alberta, Canada, was voted by readers
in second place, in the category of
"Best Overseas Destination Spa",
the first time a Canadian hotel
property has been featured in the
hotel/spa categories.

Nim Singh
Marketing Manager CTC 

Tel: 44 171 258-6600
nimsingh@ctc-uk.org
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Linking training
and safety is critical

I N D U S T R Y  D E V E L O P M E N T

In the tourism industry, what’s new
is also attractive, for both customers
and investors. However, in terms of
financing, ambitions are often stymied
by the fact that many tourism busi-
nesses are seasonal and, generally
speaking, do not meet the criteria
for a conventional loan. It can be
difficult for them to guarantee a high
enough, sustained occupancy rate.
And having to make loan repayments
in the off-season can be very difficult.

BUILD OFF-SEASON
TRADE 

Small Canadian tourism businesses
need to focus on several areas in
order to ensure growth. These areas
include developing innovative prod-
ucts and services to offer their clients,
and finding creative uses for their

tourism operation. Some hotel busi-
nesses, for example, have added
health packages with massages and
other services in order to attract a
year-round clientele. Others have
joined networks of inns for sports
enthusiasts and now attract cyclists
in the summer and cross-country
skiers in the winter. Some golf clubs
turn into cross-country ski centres in
the winter so they can extend their
activities to the entire year. 

The Business Development Bank
of Canada (BDC) understands the
tourism industry and is able to recog-
nize the potential of businesses in
this sector. It offers them more flex-
ible repayment terms and conditions
tailored to their particular situation.
Also, the BDC Consulting Group has
specialists who can guide small

tourism businesses in making the
right decisions.

To help small tourism businesses
meet new challenges, the Business
Development Bank of Canada offers
the following tools: 

TOURISM 
INVESTMENT FUND

The BDC Tourism Investment Fund
provides financing for expanding and
upgrading facilities and for starting
new tourism businesses in niche
markets with strong growth potential.

Entrepreneurs can apply for
term loans between $250,000 and
$10 million. Flexible repayment terms,
based on the growth of the business
and performance indicators such as
occupancy rate and length of stay, may
include deferred principal payments
the first year and reduced payments
in the second and third years.

WORKING CAPITAL 
FOR GROWTH

Working Capital for Growth can “top
up” the financing available from an
operating line of credit. This type of
loan from BDC may entice other
lenders to increase their commitments.
A Working Capital for Growth loan

provides the critical additional financ-
ing that many small businesses need
to capitalize on business opportunities.
Loans up to $100,000 are available
to augment working capital.

BDC CONSULTING
GROUP

The BDC Consulting Group can
help entrepreneurs to: 
- develop customer service initiatives
- support employee training and

staffing to meet international
standards

- develop a budget and cost control
procedures

- set up an advisory board 
- develop other initiatives to stimu-

late the growth potential of their
business 

- develop a Web presence

For more information on our 
financial products and consulting

services, call toll free 
1 888 INFO-BDC (1 888 463-6232)

www.bdc.ca 
or contact one of our branches

Financing 
solutions for small
tourism businesses
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The Canadian Tourism Commission is
again sending a request for proposals
for the creation of new product
clubs, to be launched in April 2001.
Updated criteria and application
forms will be available on October 06,
2000 through the Internet www.
canadatourism.com/productclubs
or by mail from the address given at
the end of this article.

The Product Club program is
currently in its sixth round and is
reaching out once more to tourism
organizations and small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) to help them
develop new, sustainable market-
ready products.

A Product Club typically consists
of a consortium of SMEs which 
creates new or enhances existing
tourism products in Canada.

$1.5 MILLION 
OVER THREE YEARS

Total CTC funding of existing and
new Product Clubs is $1 million
annually. Over the next three years,
the CTC will commit an estimated
$1.5 million to this new round of
successful Product Club applicants.

Approved Clubs will receive a
CTC partnership contribution for a
maximum of three years, after which
the club is expected to become self-
sustaining. It is important to note that
successful applicants must have indus-
try financial support as a pre-requisite.
The CTC program provides for part-
nership funding; it is not a grant.

“A key challenge in the industry
today is that tourists demand a lot
when visiting a destination. Capturing

a larger share of the international
market requires creating new products
and expanding demand for it across
all sectors. Product clubs can effec-
tively do that and provide a stimulus
to the industry by supporting small
business,” says Terry Ohman, Director
of the Product Club program.

The strength of the program lies
in its ability to bring partners together
in a united effort to promote indus-
try interests and accomplish activities
that would not be possible alone.
Product clubs are an opportunity for
the industry to develop and imple-
ment their creative tourism product
idea in a successful proven partner-
ship approach. Not only do Product
Clubs help build local and regional
alliances but they can help build
relationships elsewhere in Canada
and even help future product clubs
establish their own partnerships.

UNIQUE PROJECTS
SOUGHT

The CTC is looking for unique, self-
sustainable projects, adaptable by
other regions and provinces, which
follow the tourism industry’s defined

vision and mission. The objectives are
to bring new products to a market-
ready status, to create learning
opportunities and to enhance the
quality of existing tourism products in
Canada into the next Millennium.

Since the inception of the pro-
gram in 1996, 31 product clubs have
been created across Canada involving
about 250 partner organizations and
more than 5,000 associated members
and businesses.

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS
All Product Club proposals must
follow the directions contained in
the Information and Application
package. The deadline for submis-
sions is Friday January 12th, 2001
5:00 pm Eastern Standard Time.
To obtain the Information and
Application package, please: retrieve
the document from the Product Club
Web page on the CTC website:
canadatourism.com/productclubs

or
Sylvain Diamond
Tel: 819 956-1772  
Fax: 819 997-2229

sylvain.diamond@pwgsc.gc.ca

Product club 
program calls for
new proposals

SME 
committee hears
from industry

The Canadian Tourism Commission’s
Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
Committee held a three-day series of
meetings in Saskatchewan in late
August. As a kick-off to the discus-
sions, tourism industry professionals
from Saskatchewan had the oppor-
tunity to meet the CTC Board
Members on the Committee, and
staff of the CTC, at a morning fact-
finding session in Saskatoon.

Hal Stupnikoff, the long-serving
Executive Director of the Saskatchewan
Outfitters Association, was very
enthusiastic about the existence of
the SME Committee, and that the
needs of this sector of the industry
were being addressed. “Small enter-
prises are a Saskatchewan reality,”
says Stupnikoff, “Almost all of our
tourism product and services fall
into this category.” Stupnikoff also
expressed frustration that there is
an apparent lack of opportunity to
partner with the CTC in U.S. markets
for the province’s fishing sector, a
highly productive tourism product
especially in the north.

FLEXIBILITY SOUGHT
Several participants in the morning
session wanted to see greater acces-
sibility to CTC marketing programs.
Randie Goulden, representing one
of the regional organizations, said
that when she asked her members
for a message to bring to the CTC,
they identified the cost of buying

into programs as a deterrent.
Stephen Pearce, Vice President for

Marketing of Tourism Saskatchewan,
sought flexibility in the criteria for
marketing programs to encourage
partnership development. (An article
by Pearce appears elsewhere in this
issue of Communiqué.) 

COMMUNICATION 
IS KEY

The Committee has developed a
series of recommendations that are
designed to assist the SMEs to play
a more comprehensive role in tourism
planning, development, and market-
ing. A number of these recommenda-
tions will be submitted to a full
meeting of the Board of the CTC in
Moncton in October. The recom-
mendations are designed to be of
benefit to Canada’s tourism industry
as a whole.

The Committee members strong-
ly felt that communication within
the industry was key to enhancing
the development of the SME sector.
Based on industry feedback, 
the Committee identified that
Communiqué magazine is the most
effective and widely-circulated
communications tool for the sector.
Board member Debbie Greening has
been charged by the Committee
with the task of enhancing SME
involvement in the magazine.

The next meeting of the
Committee will be in Halifax prior
to the Board meeting in Moncton
in October.

Murray Jackson
613 954-3953

jackson.murray@ic.gc.ca

Insurance 
and risk 

management
guide in 

development
Knowledge of risk management and
insurance concepts are extremely
important for tourism operators,
especially for the adventure tourism,
ecotourism and skiing sectors. In an
effort to assist tourism operators in
these sectors, the Canadian Tourism
Commission has commissioned the
International Risk Management Group
(IRMG), in conjunction with the

Cameron and Associates Insurance
Consultants, to develop a Risk
Management and Insurance Guide
for Tourism Operators in the
Adventure Tourism and Ecotourism
and Alpine Skiing Sectors.

The guide will provide a basic
understanding of insurance principles
and will offer best practices for man-
aging risk in these sectors. The CTC
hopes that this guide will improve
the industry’s ability to manage risk
and access comprehensive and cost-
effective insurance. It is expected
to be published in both official lan-
guages by the end of this year.

Lydia McCourt
613 946-3132

mccourt.lydia@ic.gc.ca

CATCH AND RELEASE FISHING DOMINATING
NORTHERN TOURISM SECTOR

Over 20 years ago in Saskatchewan, the fishing lodges in the north started mak-
ing changes. “They recognized that the core of their product was big fish, and
that big fish were being taken from the lakes in numbers far too great to sustain
the industry,” says Hal Stupnikoff of the Saskatchewan Outfitters Association.
Over the intervening years, operators have re-positioned their product to the
point where Stupnikoff says that about 95 per cent of the fishing lodges offer
catch-and-release fishing only.

That seems to be reflected accross Canada’s north. In Ontario, tourism offi-
cials report that northern lodges are predominently catch and release. Manitoba
has adopted a barbless-hook policy to facilitate the safe release of fish back into
the lakes and rivers.

Saskatchewan’s Stupnikoff says that fishing in the northern lakes and rivers
is a high-yield tourism sector for the province, drawing heavily on the U.S. market.
The move to catch and release fishing, and the adherent cost-savings such as
decreased labour and transportation requirements to handle caught fish, has
meant that the industry is more sustainable than ever, economically as well as
environmentally.

Saskatchewan Outfitters Association
306 763-5434



by Martha Plaine

This summer, two deluxe Italian-made
sports cars tackled the highways and
back roads of this country of ours,
and exposed their journalist drivers
to the myriad of attractions along the
way. These elegant cars represent a
partnership of extraordinary vision
and cooperation for tourism promo-
tion for Canada.

COMING TOGETHER:
THE CONCEPT

Like so many other great ideas, this
one started over dinner. “The famous
dinner”, as some people now call
it, took place just a year ago, in
Bologna, Italy, in September 1999.
Lucia Vimercati, director of the CTC’s
Italy program, found herself seated
next to Antonio Ghini, communica-
tions director of a large car manufac-
turer. The occasion was a banquet
hosted by the Canadian Embassy.

Lucia remembers the conversa-
tion well. She and Mr. Ghini were

chatting about Gilles Villeneuve,
Québec’s great Grand Prix driver and
one-time world champion. Ghini was
a big fan. After all, Gilles Villeneuve
had been a driver for an Italian team.
Ghini had a brain storm: Canada
and Maserati, the luxury sports car
manufacturer, would get together
in a joint promotion. It would be a
cross-country car relay of Canada.
Top journalists from around the world
would drive Maseratis. As they crossed
the country visiting everything from
Parliament Hill to Niagara Falls and
the Rockies, they’d file stories about

different locations in Canada. Lucia
jumped at the idea.

SETTING IT UP
In Ottawa, Joan Pollock, director of
the Europe marketing program, liked
the idea at once. The Maserati name
attracts the kind of customer Canada
is after, she explained. That’s a high-
earning professional, who enjoys
luxury consumer goods – like cars –
and travel. A high-profile event and
media tour would ensure good press
coverage.

Judd Buchanan, chairman of the
CTC Board, was also enthusiastic, and
the Canada Maserati Challenge was
born. This was the plan:
• The tour would be a cross-country

car relay to promote the new
Maserati in European and North
American markets. The company
calls the car “a coupe that
matches elegance, power, and
comfort.” At the same time, the
tour would promote Canada as a

spectacular destination whose
natural beauty, diverse attractions
and hospitality make for memo-
rable touring. 

• Canada and Maserati wanted a
major media tour for international
journalists. This would result in
extensive press coverage for both
partners. 

• Photojournalists would record the
tour for a glossy souvenir book of
photographs, with calls-to-action
mailed to Maserati customers for
more information or to book a trip
to Canada. A video television

program would also be
produced. Canada
would provide many
scenes of natural beau-
ty to compliment the
Maseratis.

• A Maserati web site
would give fans a day
to day diary of the relay.
The site would publish
photos and informa-
tion about Canadian
destinations. There
would be links to
Canadian sites.

• Promotions featuring
Canada would take
place at Maserati deal-
erships in Europe and
North America. 

With a partnership agree-
ment in place, in April,
2000 planning for the
event shifted into high
gear. Maserati requested
a cross-country route to
traverse more than 10,000
kilometres of Canada’s most scenic
and demanding highways. After all,
this was to be a road trip to prove
the mettle of one of the world’s most
technically advanced automobiles.

The official tour would start in
Montréal, cross the country to
Vancouver on the Pacific Coast, and
finally head north to Inuvik, the
remote city on the Arctic coast liter-
ally the end of the road in Canada.
The estimated distance to be driven
was 10,000 kilometres.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
It was not possible for one person, or
even one office to do all the planning.
The CTC’s Caroline Boivin sought out
partners to develop itineraries to
coordinate and provide accommo-
dations, meals, and activities. 

Provinces, territories, and cities
gave their enthusiastic support.
Tourism Québec, Tourism Manitoba,
Tourism Saskatchewan, Tourism
Alberta, Tourism B.C., Tourism Yukon
and Northwest Territories Arctic
Tourism joined the effort to find
partners and organize their part of
the saga. The cities of Ottawa,
Kingston, Toronto, Niagara Falls, and
the Northern Tourism Marketing
Association took it upon themselves
to plan the Ontario component.
These partners worked closely with
Johanne Larivière from the CTC’s
office in Italy to finalize trip itineraries.

The provinces, territories, and
cities established links with smaller
partners in towns and villages. They
organized accommodations in big
city hotels, at country inns, at rural
health spas, and at guest ranches.
They planned to feed the hungry
travellers by arranging more partner-
ships with restaurants, cafes, attrac-
tions, and even community groups.
For a final feast under the Midnight
Sun in the Arctic, they planned a

community barbecue of caribou,
moose, and char. Museums, science
centers, and other attractions
planned special guided excursions
to show off their treasures. 

In Italy, Antonio Ferreira handled
the last details of the promotion for
Maserati. He organized the shipment
of two shiny new Maserati 3200 GT
coupes, one silver and one blue as he
himself prepared to fly to Canada for
the launch of the tour. Mechanics, a
video crew, and photojournalist were
set to go. The first pair of journalists,
representing Italy, were ready. On
June 15th the Maserati Canada
10,000 Challenge hit the road.

GETTING IT DONE
Following a warm-up tour between
Montréal and Québec City, the first
leg of the relay covered the highway
from Montréal to Ottawa. The cars
drove on to Kingston for a tour of
Fort Henry. They finished the first
leg of the relay touring the sites of
the big city, including Toronto’s
theatre district. The distance was
1300 kilometres.

Massimo Pacifico, a freelance
photojournalist from Italy, was a
driver on this leg. Although he is a
Canada expert with many trips under
his belt, Pacifico says he saw some-
thing new: a more vigourous tourism
industry in Montréal and Ottawa.
“The cities were full of energy – and I
discovered how much I love Canada’s
National Gallery and Museum of
Civilization. I’m going to tell my
readers to visit.”

HEADED WEST 
The second leg of the tour was the
longest: more than 2400 kilometres
from Toronto through Sudbury and
the Sault, to Thunder Bay, around the
rugged north shore of Lake Superior
and across the prairie to Winnipeg.
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The Maserati
“Canada 10,000”

challenge
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Journalists on this route may have
had the most varied experiences of
Canada. They visited man-made
wonders, such as the CN Tower and
the SkyDome in Toronto. And they
had the opportunity to view some of
the region’s most spectacular nat-
ural wonders - the Agawa Canyon,
Kakabeka Falls, and the sacred burial
grounds of Manitou Mounds.

American free-lance writer
Andrew Slough took his turn behind
the wheel during this second leg 
of the tour. The north shore of
Superior was new territory for him.
Slough says he was “dumbfounded”
by the beauty and the sheer breadth
of Ontario. He sold his story to
Diversions Magazine, a specialty
magazine for doctors in the USA and
Canada, with circulation of about
400,000. The article will appear in
the December issue.

The third leg of the relay traversed
the distance between Winnipeg and
Calgary, more than 1500 kilometres.
Here drivers had an opportunity to
see a herd of bison at Riding
Mountain National Park, drive the
fabled route through the Qu’Appelle
Valley, and experience prairie hospi-
tality in Regina and Moose Jaw. 

Italian journalist Cristiano
Chiavegato drove this leg of the tour.
He filed stories with pictures in the
newspaper La Stampa, in Turin,
and an article in the magazine
Specchio. Chiavegato described his
tour as a voyage of adventure
through an inspiring country. For
him, the Maserati car was the per-
fect vehicle for the voyage. 

TESTING 
THE MOUNTAINS

The fourth leg of the tour covered
the Canadian Rockies and the ranch
and wine country of British Columbia.
The drivers clocked a distance of
1,460 kilometres, from Calgary over
the Rockies at the Yellowhead Pass
and on to Vancouver.

Karin Elvers, the lone female
driver, was the journalist-driver from
Germany for this leg of the tour. On
August 1, the Frankfurter Allgemeine

Zeitung, a paper with a circulation
of 450,000 and Germany’s leading
quality daily newspaper, carried a
story Elvers wrote about her tour.

The fifth leg of the trip was short
but intensely beautiful, just 900 kilo-
metres from Vancouver to Prince
George. Highlights of this itinerary
were horseback riding at a guest ranch
and accommodations at a health spa. 

Emmanuel Rubin, the editor in
chief of L’Optimum, a men’s magazine
in France, drove this leg of the tour.
He wrote an eight page story
with photos about his adven-
tures for the September 22
issue of his magazine, a weekly
with a circulation of more than
100,000. Rubin found Canada
an enchant-ing destination for
a road trip. He raved about the
scenery he saw – especially
the glaciers. 

GOLD RUSH 
COUNTRY

Leg six of the tour covered
nearly 1700 kilometres from
Prince George to Whitehorse.
Driving conditions along this
stretch were interesting and
varied: the drivers were called
upon to handle the Maseratis
on logging roads, on sandbars
in rivers, along gravel roads to view
glaciers, and even down a road
perched on top of a ridge of hardened
volcanic lava.

Jurgen Lewandowski was the
journalist chosen by Maserati to write
about this leg of the tour for the
German auto press. “Of course I found

the beauty of British Columbia and
the Yukon magnificent. But the
people of the Yukon were especially
interesting.”

The seventh and final leg of
the tour was the most difficult. The
distance was 1270 kilometres from
Whitehorse to Inuvik. After panning
for gold and hitting the saloons in
Whitehorse and Dawson City, the
drivers headed out across the treeless
tundra along the Dempster Highway.
The Dempster is an unpaved, unser-
viced gravel road. Except for the

small settlement of Eagle Plains, this
is an uninhabited land.

Canada saved its greatest chal-
lenge for last. On the final driving day
of the tour the tour had to traverse
the Stewart and Richardson Mountains,
from Eagle Plains to Inuvik. “Drivers
experienced four seasons in a single
day,” says Johanne Larivière, with the
CTC’s office in Italy. “They faced sun,
wind, mud, and even snow and ice.”
When the cars pulled in to Inuvik
thirty-one days after the start of the

relay in Montréal, it was just in time.
Authorities decided to close the
Dempster Highway for a few hours
because of slippery conditions.

A CONSUMMATE 
PARTNERSHIP: 

CANADA AND THE
CARS BOTH WIN

The two Maseratis were a little dusty,
but they were none the worse for
wear. The sports cars had lived up
to Canada’s challenge: they had
driven 14,000 kilometres across
Canada, from Montréal in the East
to Vancouver on the Pacific Ocean,
and north beyond the Arctic Circle
to the settlement of Inuvik on the
Beaufort Sea. The cars had sustained
no damage save for one flat tire.
For the drivers, the tours had been
glamorous, often thrilling rides
though landscapes of great beauty.

If Guiness is keeping track, this
may go down in history as the world’s
biggest familiarization tour. Seven
teams comprising fourteen journal-
ists from the United States, Japan,
Switzerland, Germany, France, Great
Britain, and Italy took part. On its
website Maserati posted a statistical
summary of the tour: 14,000 kilo-
metres; 200 total driving hours;
3300 litres of gas; 2 speeding tickets;
2000 photos; 50 hours of film; 
5 bears, 7 moose, 1 red fox, eagles,
and a herd of bison. 

Although the tour has ended, the
benefits to Canada and Canadian
partners go on. During the tour, activity
on the Maserati website was hot.
There were more than 15,000 hits.

The site was linked to Canadian part-
ners’ travel sites. Press coverage of
the event will continue for months.
The journalists have filed major articles
in newspapers and magazines in
Europe, Japan, and the United States.
Photographs have been chosen for the
souvenir book of the tour, scheduled
for publication. And Canada is prepar-
ing promotional material for a direct
mail activity with Maserati customers.

Antonio Ferreira, the director of
public relations for Maserati, reports

that the video of the tour has been
edited. Maserati is negotiating tele-
vision rights with several media
outlets. “The Canada Maserati tour
was a fantastic adventure, exciting
and tough,” he says. “With the long
distances to be covered, it was a
real challenge. “

Jim Watson, the new President
of the CTC, is highly enthusiastic
about the partnership development
exemplified by the Maserati Challenge
and its benefit to Canada’s tourism
industry. “We are very grateful for
the expression of faith in our coun-
try and its product that has been
demonstrated by the European par-
ticipants,” said Watson. “I am also
very well aware of the value of con-
tributions made by our Canadian
partners, and the tremeandous amount
of work done by CTC staff to bring
this exciting project to fruition.”

Martha Plaine 
is a freelance writer and a frequent

contributor to Communiqué
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VISION – Canada will be the
premier four-season destination
to connect with nature and to
experience diverse cultures and
communities.

MISSION – Canadas tourism
industry will deliver world-class
cultural and leisure experiences
year round, while preserving and
sharing Canadas clean, safe and
natural environments. The industry
will be guided by the values of
respect, integrity and empathy.
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by Martha Plaine

Much is made of the word “partner-
ship” these days, but often the
opportunities and processes involved
in creating successful partnerships
are not fully understood, especialy
when it comes to developing “non-
traditional” partnerships. For example,
the Canadian Tourism Commission
has just completed the “Canada
10,000” Maserati Challenge, a
hugely beneficial venture that is
remarkable because of its scope
and size. But such partnerships are
a standard way of promoting
Canada in the European market. 

Joan Pollock sees it this way:
“A non-traditional partnership is a
hook that lets us reach our partner’s
customers. For a modest investment
we get access to the partner’s clients.
At the same time, we get opportu-
nities to promote Canada and build
our image.”

The CTC’s staff in Europe
are always on the look out for
non-traditional partners. In gen-
eral, they’re seeking upscale
retailers which cater to an afflu-
ent customers in the 35 to 55
age group. Research has shown
that these are the sort of clients
who are likely to travel to
Canada.

GETTING 
A GOOD FIT

“We approach potential partners 
in terms of whether Canada – or
Canada’s image – would benefit
them. We look for a good fit,”
Joan says. One European partner-
ship that is a particularly good fit is
the promotional campaign with
Schweppes beverage company in
France. Schweppes owns the
Canada Dry brand. Canada Dry
advertises on French television. 

When Bernard Couet and Alyre
Jomphe of the CTC’s Paris office
happened to see the ad, they recog-
nized an obvious opportunity. They
phoned Schweppes. Together, Canada
and the beverage company developed
a promotion that’s in its second year.

Basically, it’s a straightforward
marketing campaign with specially
marked Canada Dry packages to pro-
mote Canada. There’s also a contest
with a prize trip to Canada. Jomphe
estimates that some 400,000 French
households have purchased the
Canada Dry products with the Canada
logo. And ballots for the prize trip
have yielded names for Canada’s
data base for direct mail activities.

ACCENT ON 
THE CUSTOMER

Couet is director of the CTC’s pro-
gram in France. He explains that

non-traditional partnerships fit with
the CTC’s current strategy of focus-
ing on consumers. 

In the late 80’s, the emphasis was
on developing tour packages. In the
90’s the focus shifted to working
with travel agencies to market the
tours. “Now, non-traditional partner-
ships are allowing us to put the
accent on the consumer,” Couet says.
“We work with businesses which
have a large bank of clients, and
find creative ways to get to those
customers ourselves,” he explains.
“It wasn’t easy at the beginning,
but now we get more requests for
partnerships than we can handle.”

Canada does promotions with
partners from a range of French retail
businesses that are not ordinarily
associated with tourism: an insurance
company, a luggage company, even
a coat manufacturer.

In England the emphasis on non-
traditional partnerships is equally
important. One of the year’s top
promotions was with a very non-
traditional partner – a snack food
manufacturer. The company, KP Foods,
was getting ready to launch a new
advertising campaign for its product,
McCoy’s Crisps. “KP Foods came to
us,” says Ian Harrower, director of the
London office of the CTC. “They
thought that the image of Canada
made a good fit with their brand of
chips. They wanted to associate the
product with freshness, nature, and
the Great Outdoors.”

IMAGE BUILDING
Canada agreed to contribute about
$40,000 towards a million dollar
promotional campaign. Alberta and
British Columbia joined as partners.
Canada’s logo appeared on specially
marked packages of the chips. More
than 12 million packages were sold
during the four-month campaign.
Promotions in supermarkets and food
outlets included posters, displays, and
pamphlets about destinations in
western Canada. A Canada web site
was a popular feature: it registered
25,000 “hits” in the first week. KP
Foods was so pleased that the com-
pany is now contemplating more

partnerships with Canada. A McCoys-
Canada travel web site may result.

In Germany, Karl-Heinz Limberg,
director of the CTC program, has 
a sharp eye for good deals with
non-traditional partners. “These
partnerships build our image. That’s
especially good for our Canadian
partners,” he says. Limberg points to
the recent promotion with Twentieth
Century Fox as an example.

In Germany, the usual image
of Canada is something of a cross
between the back woods and com-
plete wilderness. Canadian
destinations would like to expand
the notion most Germans have of
Canada to include sophisticated
cities with interesting cultural attrac-
tions. When Twentieth Century Fox
proposed a joint consumer promo-
tion, Limberg saw his chance.

The hook for the film company
were the premieres of two films
with a Canadian connection.
“Grey Owl,” starring Pierce
Brosnan is about a Canadian
subject. The film was shot in
Canada. “The Whole Nine Yards,”
with Bruce Willis, was shot, in
part, in Canada, and Canada
agreed to a partnership.

The result was a large
image-building campaign for
consumers and the travel trade.
More than five-hundred guests
in the travel trade and media

attended sneak previews of the films.
There was a raffle with prize trips
to Canada provided by Air Transat.
More than 250,000 consumers saw
ads for the raffle on television and
in stores. Canada billed itself as the
Hollywood of the North. Toronto
and Montréal were showcased as
top locations for cultural events
and festivals. Ontario and Québec
promoted natural attractions such
as Niagara Falls, parks, canoeing
and fishing.

THE BENEFITS 
GO ON AND ON

In addition to the image-building,
Canada received tangible benefits
including 8,000 names of German
travellers who are interested in visit-
ing Canada for the database. They’ll
be included in mailing lists in future
direct mail promotions in Germany.

Being alert for partnership
opportunities, and being flexible –
thinking “outside the box” – is a
way of life for promoting Canada
in the European market.

Martha Plaine 
is a freelance writer and a 

frequent contributor to
Communiqué

Our man
in China

As reported in the June 2000 issue,
the CTC plans to open a represen-
tative office in China this year. This
has now received official approval
from the Chinese authorities. Plans
are proceeding accordingly for an
inauguration in November 2000
coincident with the Prime Minister’s
Team Canada mission visit to that
country.

Heading-up Canada’s tourism
interests is Richard Liu, whom CTC
Chairman the Hon. Judd Buchanan
has appointed as CTC Director for
China, based in Beijing. Richard, who
was born in Shanghai, received his
education there and in several
European countries, as well as Canada
where he had fourteen years of
teaching experience. He is also a
published author of seven books.

His relationship with the tourism
industry started following China’s
open door policy when, in 1978 he
initiated cultural and educational
exchange programs involving Canada,
the United States and China, com-
pleting more than forty since that
time. He organized the first sister-city
relationship between Suzou, China
and Victoria, British Columbia which
led to some 30 other such China-
Canada relationships.

ASSISTING CTC 
SINCE 1994

Since 1994, Richard has been
assisting the Canadian Tourism
Commission in the development of
tourism between our two countries.
His current challenge is to work to
obtain “Approved Destination Status”
(ADS) for Canada from the Chinese
government, and begin to position
Canada as a primary market for
visitation by Chinese leisure travellers
through the organization of a
Canadian presence at the China
International Travel Mart taking place
in Shanghai from October 18-21,
2000.

Watch for a China update report
from Richard in the December issue
of Communiqué, at which time we
will provide direct contact coordinates
for the new CTC Beijing office.

John Burchell
613 954-3963

burchell.john@ic.gc.ca

C T C  R E P O R T

– NON-TRADITIONAL PARTNERSHIPS –

A winning strategy in Europe
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The highlights of the latest forecast
report for 2000 to 2004 for the
major inbound markets to Canada
and for Canadian outbound travel
to the United States were prepared
by the Canadian Tourism Research
Institute (CTRI) for the Canadian
Tourism Commission. They are based
on the most recent economic fore-
casts and market intelligence.

INBOUND TRAVEL 
FROM THE U.S.

Overnight travel from the United
States is projected to increase by a
modest 2 per cent this year, down
slightly from the 2.6 per cent recorded
in 1999. While economic growth in
both the U.S. and Canada has been
strong in recent times – coupled with
a very favourable exchange rate for
Americans – travel growth from the
U.S. has moderated sharply from the
11.1 per cent increase witnessed in
1998. 

Both quantitative and qualita-
tive evidence suggests that Canadian
travel price increases, like those wit-
nessed last year, played an important
role in dampening some of the poten-
tial gains from the U.S. overnight
market. While travel price increases
primarily affected overnight pleasure
travel from the U.S., overnight busi-
ness travel also performed below
expectations. 

Even though the convention
market within Canada was weaker
than expected, more troubling was
the fact that U.S. meeting planners
continue to express concern about
the availability of adequate meet-
ing space for large conventions in
Canada. While the problem of an
inadequate amount of meeting
space is not expected to be solved

anytime soon, the Canadian Tourism
Research Institute (CTRI) still expect
overnight business and pleasure
travel to expand this year. Significant
real wage gains in the U.S. coupled
with high consumer confidence and
a favourable exchange rate present
some strong economic motivators
for travel to Canada. 

While airline consolidation is cur-
rently presenting some challenges to
both foreign and domestic travellers
alike, air access between Canada and
the U.S. continues to improve through
progress on the Open Skies agreement.

INBOUND TRAVEL 
FROM OTHER MAJOR

MARKETS

In 1999, overnight travel from most
of Canada’s major European markets
expanded. While the growth rates,
for the most part, were not excep-
tional, they were quite welcome on
the heels of back-to-back travel
volume declines in 1997 and 1998.
This year, the outlook continues to
remain quite positive despite a further
depreciation of the euro. While the
implementation of the euro has
inflicted a high price on the economic
prosperity of many Europeans, it is
viewed as a necessary pill to swallow
for global competitiveness. Overall,
Europe is now much better off eco-
nomically. 

Next year, the outlook for travel
from Europe is even more positive.
While economic factors are expect-
ed to remain strong, a projected
5.7 per cent appreciation of the euro
(relative to the Canadian dollar) will
have the effect of making travel to
Canada significantly cheaper. For
2002, we are looking once again for
an even stronger euro, strong eco-

nomic growth and ultimately more
travellers from Europe. Many non-
euro countries in Europe – such as
the U.K. – are also projected to be
quite strong economically in the
short-term. While travellers from these
non-euro countries may not benefit
from an appreciating euro, it will
have the effect of adding value to a
Canadian vacation compared with
the cost of travel to other parts of
Euroland. 

IMPACT 
OF AIRLINE 

CONSOLIDATION 
A FACTOR

The outlook for inbound travel from
Asia – and overseas travel in general
– needs to be taken in context with
the perception of the impact of air-
line consolidation on inbound travel.
While CTRI acknowledges increased
reports of peak-period overbooking
and frustration by foreign travel
agents over carrier changes, their
travel forecasts still assume that the
supply of air travel will grow or
contract, for the most part, to meet
demand. The alienation of foreign
travel agents would undoubtedly
have a much larger negative impact
than what CTRI perceives to be the
case.

Japan, once considered the eco-
nomic engine of Asia, is still mired
in economic problems. Last year,
overnight travel to Canada increased
6.8 per cent. Much of this increase
in travel came as a consequence of
special government spending initia-
tives and unfounded consumer confi-
dence. This year, the travel forecast
to Canada is flat. A rebound to the

glory days of the mid-90s is not pro-
jected within the short three- to four-
year time period covered by this report.

Last year, overnight visits from the
rest of Asia increased. In particular,
overnight travel from South Korea
and Taiwan to Canada increased by
50 and 26.2 per cent, respectively,
over 1998. The travel forecast for
these countries and most of Canada’s
major Asian markets is quite strong
for this year and for the next few
years. While the economic growth
of this region alone is inspiring,
travel to Canada will also benefit
through increased marketing by
the Canadian Tourism Commission.

CANADIAN 
OUTBOUND 
TO THE U.S.

Canadian overnight travel to the
United States increased 5.1 per cent
last year. While travel to the U.S. had
declined 11.2 per cent in 1998 as
the Canadian dollar sunk to historic
lows, travel increased surprisingly last
year with virtually the same exchange
rate. Domestic travel price increases
and a fair bit of pent-up demand
attributed to the reversal. This year,
CTRI forecast calls for a further 
7.5 per cent increase in the number
of overnight trips to the U.S.
Substantial domestic travel price
increases and strong real wage gains
are projected to provide enough of
an economic motivator to offset
the weaker Canadian dollar.

Anne-Marie Hince
CTC Market Research & Planning

613 952-1117
hince.annemarie@ic.gc.ca

Highlights of
travel forecasts

R E S E A R C H

FORECAST OF OVERNIGHT PERSON-TRIPS FROM
THE UNITED STATES TO CANADA

(VOLUME IN 000s; PERCENT CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS YEAR)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

United States 15,483 15,793 16,030 16,271 16,515
Total (2.0%) (2.0%) (1.5%) (1.5%) (1.5%)

United States 13,123        13,464 13,707 13,954 14,177
Non Business (2.3%) (2.6%) (1.8%) (1.8%) (1.6%)

United States 2,411 2,459 2,508 2,558 2,635
Business (2.5%) (2.0%) (2.0%) (2.0%) (3.0%)

FORECAST OF OVERNIGHT PERSON-TRIPS FROM
THE MAJOR OVERSEAS MARKETS TO CANADA
(VOLUME IN 000s; PERCENT CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS YEAR)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

United Kingdon 819 852 894 930 972
(5.0%) (4.0%) (5.0%) (4.0%) (4.5%)

France 431 463 493 520 549
(4.0%) (7.5%) (6.5%) (5.5%) (5.5%)

Germany 405 425 444 462 480
(3.0%) (5.0%) (4.5%) (4.0%) (4.0%)

Japan 516 526 547 569 592
(0.0%) (2.0%) (4.0%) (4.0%) (4.0%)

FORECAST OF OVERNIGHT PERSON-TRIPS FROM
CANADA TO THE UNITED STATES

(VOLUME IN 000s; PERCENT CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS YEAR)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Total Canada 15,168 15,775 16,564 17,143 18,001
(7.5%) (4.0%) (5.0%) (3.5%) (5.0%)
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In the last five years, the interna-
tional inbound ski/snowboard
market for Canada has undergone
tremendous change. The
1998/1999 winter, the most up to
date season for available numbers,
saw approximately 242,600 over-
seas visitors ski and/or snowboard
at Canadian ski areas. This repre-
sented a 4 percent increase over
the previous winter and an 11 per
cent increase from the 1996/1997
winter season. During their ski trips
in the 1998/1999 season, overseas
visitors spent $320 million. This
was a healthy 11.4 per cent
increase over the previous season.

The largest number of over-
seas ski visitors to Canada have
been from the United Kingdom.
They accounted for roughly 40 per
cent of ski travel expenditures in
Canada in 1998/1999, or $128 mil-
lion. The second largest market
were visitors from Japan who
accounted for 13 per cent of the
total overseas ski expenditures in
Canada in 1998/1999. Although
this number is substantial, it has
slumped since the 1997/1998 sea-
son, when Japanese ski visitors
accounted for 20 per cent of ski
expenditures. The next largest
overseas ski market for Canada is
Australia, which has been increas-
ing in recent years. In the
1998/1999 season, Australians
accounted for 10 per cent of the
ski visits and 6 percent of the ski

expenditures. The Australian ski
visit growth to Canada models that
of the Mexican ski visit growth,
which has also seen tremendous
increases in the last three years.
Mexican ski visits to Canada
accounted for 6 per cent in the
1998/1999 season. This was up
from 1 per cent during the
1996/1997 season.

WHERE 
THEY GO

In terms of the most popular
provinces visited for skiing, during
the 1998/1999 season, about half
of all overseas ski visits to Canada
were to resorts and ski areas in
British Columbia. Approximately 23
per cent went to Alberta, followed
by 13 per cent each respectively to
Québec and Ontario. The average
length of stay was 10 nights,
which was slightly lower than the
average length of stay for all over-
seas visitors to Canada in 1999
(11.3 nights). The average spend-
ing for ski trips during the
1998/1999 season was $1,318.
This was up from $1,232 recorded
in 1997/1998. Average spending
on ski trips was also $150 more
than on total overseas trips in
1999.

SIZE OF MARKET 
HARD TO DEFINE

Due to the difficulty in obtaining
accurate statistics on the size and

scope of the global ski market and
the conflicting estimates of ski
resorts, operators and national ski
councils, the size of the interna-
tional ski market is in question.
According to the Economist’s
“Travel and Tourism Analyst”, the
global overseas ski market (the
world minus Canada and the
United States) is comprised of
roughly 43 million skiers. Using a
variety of sources, including but
not limited to, some NTA’s, some
European ski councils, “Travel and
Tourism Analyst”, and other vari-
ous tourism research journals, the
actual international long-haul out-
bound ski market (travel outside of
their respective regions) is consider-
ably smaller, registering
approximately 510,000 skiers. It
should be noted that these num-
bers are not official, but rather the
best available estimates. Given that
Canada registered 242,600 over-
seas ski visits during the
1998/1999 season, the potential to
attract the remaining 190,000
overseas skiers is tremendous

Oliver Martin,
CTC Market Research and Planning

613 954-3974
martin.oliver@ic.gc.ca

Conference 
to examine

tourism 
industry 

consolidation
A one-day conference will be held
November 21, 2000 in Montréal
entitled “Tourism and the Trend
Towards Consolidation”. This con-
ference will examine alliances,
mergers and acquisitions in the
tourism industry, both here and
abroad, and analyze the effects on
the airline and hotel industries and
the distribution network. Panelists
include top executives from Canada,
the United States and Europe directly
affected by the phenomenon. At
lunch, guest speaker Jean-Claude
Baumgarten, President of the World
Travel & Tourism Council, will talk
about globalization and its impact
on tourism.

514-987-6671
www.unites.uqam.ca/tourisme

Canada’s 
overseas ski

market

AA  MMOONNTTHHLLYY  GGUUIIDDEE  
TTOO TTRRAAVVEELL  &&  TTOOUURRIISSMM  DDAATTAA
Tourism Activity Reference Period Quantity % Change from 

previous year 
TOURISTS TO CANADA

From the U.S. January-July 2000 8,549,633 -0.2
By Auto January-July 2000 5,375,715 -0.9
By Non-auto January-July 2000 3,173,918 1.1

From Overseas - Total January-July 2000 2,488,339 7.5
United Kingdom January-July 2000 487,256 9.2
Japan January-July 2000 255,972 -2.0
France January-July 2000 215,952 2.6
Germany January-July 2000 209,270 0.9
Hong Kong January-July 2000 88,460 -0.1
Australia January-July 2000 99,009 13.0
Taiwan January-July 2000 99,414 10.5

OUTBOUND CANADIAN TOURISTS

To the U.S. January-July 2000 8,642,886 7.2
By Auto January-July 2000 4,633,739 4.9
By Non-Auto January-July 2000 4,009,147 9.8

To Overseas - Total January-July 2000 2,803,804 3.6

EMPLOYMENT IN TOURISM

Total Activities First Quarter, 2000 520,200 4.2
Accommodation First Quarter, 2000 139,800 5.4
Food and Beverage First Quarter, 2000 140,200 2.0
Transportation First Quarter, 2000 99,400 4.9

SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Personal Disposable Income First Quarter, 2000 $19,059 3.5
GDP at market prices (1992, $ billion) Second Quarter, 2000 $918.7 5.3
CPI (1992=100) August 2000 113.9 2.5

EXCHANGE RATES (in Cdn$)

American dollar August 2000 1.4825 -0.7
British pound August 2000 2.2066 -7.9
Japanese yen August 2000 0.0137 3.9
French franc August 2000 0.2044 -15.3
German mark August 2000 0.6854 -15.3
EURO August 2000 1.3406 -15.3
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R E S E A R C H

Spending Visits Average
($’000) ($’000)

GERMANY 20,036 12,400 1,616

NETHERLANDS 6,756 6,700 1,008

UNITED KINGDON 128,274 79,900 1,605

TAIWAN 2,498 2,800 892

JAPAN 42,036 37,800 1,112

SOUTH KOREA 2,381 4,100 581

AUSTRALIA 30,124 23,400 1,287

MEXICO, BRAZIL, ARGENTINA 27,052 21,800 1,241

OTHER 60,518 53,700 N/A

TOTAL 319,675 242,600 1,318

OVERSEAS SKI VISITS TO CANADA, WINTER 1998/1999

Source: Statistics Canada
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Travel deficit 
on the increase

Canada’s international travel deficit
reached $579 million in the second
quarter of 2000, a rise of $378
million over the first quarter, according
to the International Travel Account
seasonally adjusted results released
recently by Statistics Canada.
Despite this second quarter increase,
the size of the annual deficit remains
much lower than the high of $6.4
billion experienced in 1993, before
the foundation of the Canadian
Tourism Commission (CTC).

The international travel account
measures the difference between
what Canadians spend abroad and
what foreigners spend in Canada. 

LOWER YIELDS PART 
OF PROBLEM

This growth in the travel deficit is
explained by a combination of factors:
a 2.5 per cent decline in the number
of U.S. visitors arriving in Canada and
lower yields per U.S. visitor due to a
shift in of modes of travel by Americans
from air to automobile. This is the
first such shift since the signing of
the Open Skies Agreement in 1995.

“It is too early to predict what
our overall year will look like from
these preliminary figures,” said Jim
Watson, President of the Canadian
Tourism Commission. “The first
quarter was exceptionally good, the
second one is weaker. We need to
wait for the third quarter results
before we can anticipate what the
full year will look like.”

Tourism is dominated by large
seasonal fluctuations. Travel account
figures are seasonally adjusted to
remove these regular variations and
make them easier to understand and
use. On the other hand, the season-

ally unadjusted numbers are used
to calculate the actual quarterly
tourism numbers compared year over
year, as well as their percentage
change. According to these unad-
justed numbers, the total deficit of
the international travel account to
date reached $2.9 billion, an increase
of 13.7 per cent over the same
period in 1999.

Denisa Georgescu
613 946-2136

georgescu.denisa@ic.gc.ca

Characteristics
associated with
Canadian bird

and wildlife
viewers

by Ken C. Smith

Bird watching is often a part of prod-
uct development in Canadian rural
areas. In fact, there are a number of
destinations in Canada that cater
especially to this market niche: Percé
in the Gaspé region of Québec,
Point Pelee in Ontario and Last
Mountain Lake in Saskatchewan to
name but a few.

The purpose of  this study was
to examine the characteristics associ-
ated with domestic bird and wildlife
viewers in Canada in 1998, based
on data derived from the Canadian
Travel Survey (CTS). Highlights from
this study show:

• In 1998, 3.1 millions Canadians
travelling in Canada reported hav-
ing participated in wildlife-related
activities. Roughly half of these
travellers:

• were married or had common-law
relationships, while the other half
were either single or were sepa-
rated, divorced or widowed.

• The largest proportions of viewers
were from Ontario (43%) and
Québec (22%), followed by British
Columbia (12%) and Alberta (12%).

• In 1998, Ontario was the most
frequented province of destination
for viewers but when viewers are
taken as a percentage of the res-
ident population, British Columbia
ranked as the number one bird
and wildlife viewing destination.

• Bird and wildlife viewers travelled
an average of over 393 km during
their trips, whereas non-viewers
averaged just over 281 km.

• On average, viewers to Western
Canada travelled just under 550 km
and spent 5.3 nights away from
home.  In contrast, viewers journey-
ing to Eastern Canada travelled an
average of just over 321 km and
spent 3.7 nights away from home.

• Many bird and wildlife observers
were Baby Boomers who fell into
the 35-54 age groups (32%).
Nineteen percent of  wildlife view-
ers were adults between 20-34 years
of age, and 16% were over the
age of 55.  

• Fifty-eight percent of all viewers
indicated that children from their

households accompanied them
on their trips.

• In 1998, 61% percent of Canadian
viewers were graduates with post-
secondary certificates or diplomas,
or university degrees.

• About 68% of the trips taken by
bird and wildlife viewers occurred
in the third quarter of the year,
between July and September.

• All viewers were involved in sports,
about 88% indicated that they
went walking, 64% went swim-
ming and 50% went sightseeing.

• Camping is popular, especially in
western Canada where 41% of
bird and wildlife viewers indicated
that camping (including staying in
trailer parks) was their main form of
accommodation during their trips
in 1998.  In contrast, only 10% of
non-viewers chose camping as
their main accommodation type.  

In many regions of the country, an
increasing numbers of commercial
bird and wildlife viewing operations
are beginning to emerge. As Canadians
become more concerned for endan-
gered species and their critical habitats,
viewing will likely become an increas-
ingly popular activity. This study has
revealed several distinct characteris-
tics of Canadian bird and wildlife
viewers that may lead to some
tourism planning and development
considerations. It will be important
to keep track of the characteristics
associated with this market segment
so that tourism planners and oper-
ators can provide the amenities and
services that these viewers require.  

For information
Denisa Georgescu

613 946-2136
georgescu.denisa@ic.gc.ca

According to the results of the
International Travel Survey of
Statistics Canada, foreign tourists
visiting Canada spent almost $1.6
billion during the first quarter of
2000. While all major markets for
Canada had increases in tourism
spending, Mexico, Argentina and
Brazil recorded the highest per-
centage increase in tourism
spending (35.5%), followed by the
U.S. business travel market (18.1%).
The Asia/Pacific market generated

7.5 per cent more in tourism rev-
enues during the first quarter of
2000 compared with the same
period last year, while the
European market and the U.S.
Leisure market recorded increases
of 3.1 per cent and 1.0 per cent
respectively.

Anne-Marie Hince
hince.annemarie@ic.gc.ca

613 952-1117

All major markets
increase spending

in Canada

R E S E A R C H US LEISURE TRAVEL:
First Quarter 1999 First Quarter 2000 % change over 1999

Visitors 1,534,900 1,609,400 4.9%
Revenue$ $597.5 million $603.6 million 1.0%

US BUSINESS TRAVEL:
Actual 1998 Actual 1999 % change

Visitors 473,500 488,900 3.3%
Revenue$ $295.3 million $348.8 million 18.1%

EUROPE: 
Actual 1998 Actual 1999 % change

Visitors 292,000 317,000 5.6%
Revenue$ $344.1 million $354.9 million 3.1%

Asia/Pacific*:
Actual 1998 Actual 1999 % change

Visitors 152,000 163,200 7.4%
Revenue$ $177.5 million $190.8 million 7.5%
* Excludes Israel

MEXICO, ARGENTINA, BRAZIL :  
Actual 1998 Actual 1999 % change

Visitors 28,000 26,900 -3.9%
Revenue$ $30.1 million $40.8 million 35.5% So
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PEOPLE
Tony Glynn
announced 
as executive

assistant
Canadian Tourism Commission
President, Jim Watson, announced

September 6 that Tony Glynn of the
CTC will be his executive assistant.
Tony Glynn has been with the CTC
since its formation in 1995, and
before that with Tourism Canada for
four years. He has worked on tourism
policy, industry and market analysis,
and has managed the Meetings and
Incentive Travel Program. Recently
his attentions have been focused
on corporate planning for the CTC.

Tel: 613 954-3893  Fax: 613 952-9014
glynn.tony@ic.gc.ca

Progress
update on 
Bill C-5

CTC President Jim Watson and a
number of CTC officials appeared
before the Senate Committee on
Social Affairs, Science and Technology
as part of the Senate review of Bill
C-5, an Act to establish the Canadian
Tourism Commission. The Committee

heard about the advantages of
making the CTC a Crown Corporation
and some of the economic achieve-
ments the CTC has helped bring
about in the Canadian tourism industry
in recent years.

Industry leaders hope that the
hearings are the last hurdle before
Third Reading in the Senate and
Bill C-5 receives Royal Assent.

SPECIAL PEOPLE MAKE
PRODUCTS SPECIAL

Indeed. Special people do, in fact, create and
operate special products throughout Canada, and
our tourism industry and Canada’s overall product
selection is incredibly rich and diverse because of
it. Communiqué wants to champion these innova-
tors and dedicated professionals through a new

feature that gives them an opportunity to express,
to well over 60,000 readers, just what it is that

they have to offer. This month, we feature

LAEL C. LUND OF WHITEHORSE

My name is Lael C. Lund and 
my business is called Birchwood
Tours, based in Whitehorse, Yukon.
I offer a product I call “Aurora
Viewing Tours” at Watson Lake,
Yukon and have been providing
the tours for three years. My prin-
cipal market is Taiwan, and my
primary developing market is
South Korea, and I have had over
100 customers per year for each
of these last three years. I feel that
what makes my business very special

is that when our company began marketing aurora viewing
itineraries, we went out on a limb to introduce a niche product
to a far-off market for travel to Yukon during the winter months.
It was agreed that we were either really crazy or possibly very
clever to approach product development from this angle! The
tourism experience I offer is distinctly Canadian because we
provide our guests with a composite perspective of the North,
introducing unique elements of history, culture, the great out-
doors, and fine Northern hospitality!

1 867 633-3509
birchwood@yukon.net 

CONTEST OPPORTUNITY
The Win With Winter in Canada contest is a Canadian

Tourism Commission initiative that provides an opportunity for
individual tourism operators, communities, regions and sector

specific associations to develop new winter tourism product.
The purpose of the contest is to provide an added element of incentive to the industry
in order to develop exciting and “market-ready” winter product to Canada’s inventory.

Not only will participants win by developing new product and grow revenue in the winter
months but they also will have an opportunity to win free international promotional

exposure of their specific product. An international panel of Tour Operators will judge
new product submissions against specific criteria.

Winners and finalists will benefit from a variety of promotional opportunities including
inclusion in a new Winter Package Lure Brochure, a quantity of product specific sell sheets

and subsidized attendance at international travel shows and marketplaces. 
The program is being facilitated through six Regional Champions, as follows: 

This program is sponsored in part by the Business Development Bank of Canada. 
For more information contact your Regional Champion or program administrator 

Richard Innes by email at richard.innes@sympatico.ca

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES 
IS NOVEMBER 15, 2000

Atlantic Debbie McKinnon
NB,PEI, Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency
NS,NFLD 902-626-2482 or 1-800-871-2596

dmckinno@acoa-apeca.gc.ca
Québec Claude Ducharme

ATRAQ
450 686-8358
ducharme@atraqsqpt.org

Ontario Lori Waldbrook
Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership
705 755-2630
lori.waldbrook@edt.gov.on.ca

Prairies Stephen Pearce
AB,SASK, Tourism Saskatchewan
MAN 306 787-9575

stephen.pearce@sasktourism.com
The North John Spicer
NU,NWT, Yukon Tourism
YU 867 667-5633

John.Spicer@gov.yk.ca
British Maria Greene
Columbia Tourism British Columbia

604 660-2902
maria.greene@tourism.bc.ca

For reservations call Budget at 1-800-268-8900

Available at over 115 locations across Canada
and U.S.A, Budget Fastbreak Express Service
will get your clients from the airplane to the

drivers seat in record time.

For Fastbreak™ enrollment details call 
1-800-909-5594.

Are long car rental line-ups killing your repeat business?


